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LOCAL SUBGROUPS OF THE MONSTER AND ODD CODE LOOPS
THOMAS M. RICHARDSON

Abstract.
The main result of this work is an explicit construction of p-local
subgroups of the Monster, the largest sporadic simple group. The groups constructed are the normalizers in the Monster of certain subgroups of order 32 ,
52 , and 72 and have shapes

32+5+10-(Af11xGL(2,

3)), 52+2+4-(S3xGL(2,

5)), and 72+1+2• GL(2, 7).

These groups result from a general construction which proceeds in three steps.
We start with a self-orthogonal code C of length n over the field Fp , where
p is an odd prime. The first step is to define a code loop L whose structure
is based on C . The second step is to define a group N of permutations of
functions from F2 to L. The final step is to show that N has a normal
subgroup K of order p2 . The result of this construction is the quotient group
N/K of shape p2+m+2m(S x GL(2,p)), where m + 1 = dim(C) and S is
the group of permutations of Aut(C).
To show that the groups we construct are contained in the Monster, we
make use of certain lattices A(C), defined in terms of the code C . One step
in demonstrating this is to show that the centralizer of an element of order p in
N/K is contained in the centralizer of an element of order p in the Monster.
The lattices are useful in this regard since a quotient of the automorphism
group of the lattice is a composition factor of the appropriate centralizer in the
Monster.
This work was inspired by a similar construction using code loops based on
binary codes that John Conway used to construct a subgroup of the Monster of
shape 22+11+22• (M24 x GL(2, 2)).

1. Introduction
The main result of this work is an explicit construction of p-local subgroups
of the finite simple group known as the Monster of shapes

32+5+10.(MnxGL(2,

3)),

52+2+4-(S3xGL(2,

5)),

and

12+X+2.GL{2,7).

The method that we use is quite general and can be summarized as consisting
of three steps:
(1) Given a self-orthogonal code C over a field Wp for p an odd prime,
construct a loop L whose multiplication depends on C.
(2) Construct a group ./V of permutations of functions from F2->¿,
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(3) Show that N has a normal subgroup K of order p2 and that N/K has
properties which imply the uniqueness of the isomorphism type of of N/K.
For certain codes over F3, F5, and F7, the groups that result from this construction turn out to be the subgroups of the Monster mentioned above.
A previous construction of this sort was done by Conway [3], who constructed
a subgroup of the Monster of shape 22+11+22• (M24 x GL(2, 2)). Also, Griess
[10] constructed a subgroup 22+3+6• (GL(3, 2) x GL(2, 2)) of Spin(8, C):S3
by similar methods. These constructions were the inspiration of our work,
which can be seen as a generalization of them. However, the definition of
loops based on codes over Fp for p odd, or odd code loops, is not an obvious
generalization of the construction of loops based on binary codes that Conway
and Griess used, though the definition of them is quite simple. The definition of
the permutations in step (2) is also not an obvious generalization. This part of
the construction is more complicated for us, and much of the added complexity
can be attributed to the greater complexity of GL(2, p) for p > 2.
Some work is required to show that the groups N/K are subgroups of the
Monster in the three particular cases mentioned. Our approach is to show
that some properties shared by our groups and the corresponding subgroups
of the Monster imply that they are isomorphic. The key property concerns the
structure of Noo , the normalizer in N/K of an element of order p . It turns out
that Nx has a normal subgroup Q which is an extraspecial group. In addition,
the quotient N^/Q is isomorphic to a monomial group of automorphisms of
a lattice A over the ring Z[e], where e is a primitive /rth root of unity. The
action of Noo/Q on Q extends to an action of AutZ[£](A) on Q. Again, this
part of the construction is quite general and can be carried out for any selforthogonal code over Fp for p an odd prime.
For the 5- and 7-local subgroups, these properties of N^ are enough to
prove that N^ is a subgroup of the Monster. This is not the case for the 3local subgroup. In that case, there is another group with structure very similar
to that of A^oo, and it is not obvious which is a subgroup of the Monster. We
construct representations of N^ whose basis elements correspond to certain
sets of functions from F?¡ to the loop L, and we use these representations to
show that TVoois a subgroup of the Monster.
This paper is organized as follows. In §2 we cover some preliminary results.
The construction of odd code loops is carried out in §3. The construction of
groups of permutations of "luples" is done in §4. In §5, we study the structure
of Noo and related lattices. We devote §6 to showing that the subgroup N^ of
the 3-local group is a subgroup of the Monster. Finally, we prove uniqueness
theorems for the three groups that turn out to be subgroups of the Monster in

§7.
This work comprises much of the author's Ph.D. thesis written at the University of Michigan under the direction of Professor Robert Griess.

2. Preliminary

results

Codes. We begin with some terminology about codes. A code is a subspace
of a vector space over a finite field ¥q . If a code C is a subspace of an ndimensional vector space we say the n is the length of C. If a code word c e C
has w nonzero coordinates we say that w is the weight of c and denote it by
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There is a natural bilinear form on F£ given by (c, d) = 2"=i cid¡ ■

We let C1- = {ô e ¥nq| (S, c) = 0 Vc e C}. If C = Cx we say that C is
self-orthogonal. If we say that a code word has .s7ziz/>e(a', bJ, ... ) we mean
that it has i coordinates equal to a, ; equal to b, and so on. The support
of a code word c = (Ci,... , cn) is the set of all i such that c,/ 0. The
automorphism group of a code C of length « consists of all n x n monomial
matrices over F9 which preserve C as a subspace of F£ . We say that codes
C and C are equivalent if there is an « x « monomial matrix which sends C

to C
Before we discuss in detail the three codes that will be of particular interest to
us, we describe some notation that we shall use for groups and group extensions.
Notation for groups and group extensions. We say that a group G has shape
A • B, or G = A • B, if G has a normal subgroup isomorphic to A and

G/A = B . Inductively, we say that G = A\ • A2.A„
if G has a normal
subgroup isomorphic to A\ and G/A\ = Aj.A„
. We write G = A:B if
the extension is a split extension.
We will use m to denote a cyclic group of order m , and we use p" to denote
an elementary abelian group of order p" . We shall sometimes use pa,+ "+a" to
denote a group of shape pa'.pa".
In particular, we will write pl+n for
an extraspecial group. Recall that a group P of order pl+n is extraspecial if
Z(P) = P' = O(P) and |P'| = p . We will write P s p\+n for an extraspecial
group which has exponent p .

The ternary Golay code. The ternary Golay code, which we denote 3?, is a
self-orthogonal code of length 12 over F3 with minimum weight 6. There
are a number of constructions for 3? in [18] and [4]. We shall occasionally
refer to specific elements of 3?. Our code 3? is the image of the code constructed using the "MiniMog" in [4] by a certain diagonal matrix. The code
word {ci, .... , en) G 3? is the image by the matrix

diag(-l,-l,-l,

1,1,1,1,1,1,-1,-1,-1)

of the word
CA

-c2
-Ci

C5
C6

Cl
Ci

-c\o

Co

-cn

-C\\

in the code given by the MiniMog. In 3? there are 2 x 132 words of weight 6,
2 x 220 words of weight 9, and 2x12 words of weight 12. The automorphism
group of 3? is 2M\2, the double cover of the Mathieu group Af12. The stabilizer of the code word (l12) is the Mathieu group Mn , acting as a 3-transitive
permutation group of degree 12. Under the action of Mu , 3? contains three
orbits of cosets of (l12): 22cosets {(l6, 06), (06, -l6), (-16, l6)}, 220cosets
{(13,-13,06),(03,
l3, -l6), (-1\0\
l6)}, and 1 coset {(012), (l12),
(-112)}-

Ward [22] proves the existence and uniqueness of a trilinear form for M\ \
on any faithful irreducible degree 5 representation over F3. More precisely, he
proves that there is a unique irreducible symmetric trilinear form ( , , ) on
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F^ such that there are vectors zeF] with (z, z, x) = 0 for all x e F^. Then
he shows that the automorphism group of ( , , ) is Mi i .
The Golay code provides a nice way to see this form. For x, y, z e 3?,
we define (x, y, z) = £j~, Xiy¡zi ■ It is clear that ( » > ) 1Sinvariant under
the action of the group Mn which fixes (l12), since this Mn acts as a group
of permutations. By the radical of a trilinear form we mean the set of all x
such that (x, y, z) = (y, x, z) = (y, z, x) = 0 for all y, z. Since 3? is
self-orthogonal, (l12) is in the radical of the form. Then we check that this is
the full radical of the form. There are only two nontrivial orbits of cosets of
(l12). The vectors

jc =(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,0,0,0,
y=(0, 1,2,0,0,0,0,2,

0, 0,0)
1,0,2,

and

1).

are representatives of cosets from the two different orbits. Since (x, y, y) = 2,
we see that the radical is spanned by (l12). We also note that (x, x, z) = 0
for all z ^3? since 3? is self-orthogonal. Thus we can regard ( , , ) as a form
on 3?/{ln), and by [22] it is the unique such form on 3s'/(l12).
In §6 we will need to know the structure of F32 as a module for the group
A/„ < Aut(^). We write 3? for 5?/<(l12)), 3?* for Hom(J?, F3), and 3?*
for Hom(f ,F3).
Lemma 2.1. The \2-dimensional transitive permutation module of M\\ over Vj,
is uniserial with ascending structure 1 • 3* • 3?*. 1.
Proof. Let P be the 12-dimensional transitive permutation module. Certainly
3? is a submodule of P, and we claim (l12) has no complement in 3?. Any
complement must contain a vector of shape either (1606), (-1606), or (l6 l6), Mi i is transitive on the sets of vectors of these shapes, and the vectors of
any one of these shapes span 3?, proving the claim.
Since 3? is self-orthogonal, we identify ¥\2/3f with 3f* by identifying the
1")
coset (¿i, ... , ¿12) + 3? with the map ô defined by ô{c) = 2Z/-1 ^i°i ■ Let

Pq < P be the submodule of P consisting of all ô such that J2]=lôj = 0.
Then P0 is an Mn -submodule of P and P^/3? ^W*. We show that P0 is
uniserial as an Mi 1 module.
If P0 is not uniserial, then since the factors of Pq are isomorphic to F3,
3? and 3?*, and 3? = \3 is a nonsplit module extension, there must be a
submodule W with factors isomorphic to F3 and 3?*. Now W contains a
vector w such that w = w + c where w is a vector of shape (1, -1, 010),
and c e 3?. Since Mj 1 is a 3-transitive permutation group on the standard
basis of P, w is in an orbit of size 132 under the action of Mn , while c is

in an orbit of size 1, 22, or 220.
If c is in an orbit of size 1, then w e W. Now the 2-transitivity of Mi 1
implies that W contains all vectors of shape (1, -1, 010), so W - P0 .
If c is in an orbit of size 22, then W contains a vector w + c where w has
shape (1, -1, 010) and w ^ w . This implies that W contains w' - w - ih , a
vector of weight 2, 3, or 4. If w' has weight 2, then W = P0 as in the previous
case. If w' has weight 3, then w' has shape (l3, 09). Now 3-transitivity of
Mn implies that W contains all vectors of shape (l3, 09), so W = Pq • If
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w' has weight 4, then w' has shape (l2, -12, 08). Now 3-transitivity of M\i
implies that W contains a vector of weight 2 or 3, since it must contain a pair
of vectors that look like

( 1, 1,-1,-1,
( 1,-1,
1,-1,

0,
0,

0,
0,

0,
0,

0,
0,

0,
0,

0,
0,

0,
0,

0),
0)

( 1, 1,-1,-1,
0,
( 1,-1,
1, 0,-1,

0,
0,

0,
0,

0,
0,

0,
0,

0,
0,

0,
0,

0),
0).

or

Now from the previous two cases we have W = P0.
If c is in an orbit of size 220, then W contains elements w + c and w + c,
with c ^ c (mod (l12)). Thus W contains c - c, which generates an Musubmodule ismorphic to 3?, so again W = P0.
Thus each possibility for the orbit of c leads to the conclusion that W = P0,
so this shows that Po cannot have a submodule W with factors isomorphic to
F3 and J^*. Hence Pn is uniserial with ascending series \ -3J -3?*. Since P
is a permutation module, it is self dual as an M\ \ -module, so we see that it is
uniserial with ascending series 1 • J' • 3?* - 1. D

The Pentacode. The pentacode &" is the code of length 6 and minimum weight
4 over F5 spanned by

a = (l,0,
¿ = (1,0,2,-2,1,0),

1,0,2,-2),
and c = (2, -2, 1, 0, 1, 0).

It is easily checked that &~ is self-orthogonal. Let u = -a

¿>-c = (l,2,

1,

2,1,2).
Lemma 2.2. Aut(y ) = 4 x 5s, and the stabilizer of (u) is a group 4 x S3 x 2.

Proof. First we show that Aut(J?") is 3-transitive on the six coordinate spaces
of Ff. There is an obvious subgroup S < Aut(.?") of permutation matrices
isomorphic to the symmetric group S3. The group 5" acts transitively on the
sets {1, 3, 5} and {2,4,6} and also preserves the blocks {1,2}, {3,4},

and {5,6}. We check that

( 0
-1
0
A=
0
0

1
0
0
0
0

V0 0

0
0
0
-1
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0\
0
0
0
1

-1 oy

is in Aut(y ). It is easy to see that aA = (0, 1,0, 1, 2, 2) = -a + 2b + 2c e &
and also that bA and cA are in &. This shows that Aut(<?~) is transitive on
the coordinate spaces.

T. M. RICHARDSON
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Next we check that

B

is in Aut(^).

/0
0
0
0
1
\0

1
0
0
0
0
0

0 0 0
10
0
0 0 0-1
0 10
0 0 0
0 0 1

0\
0
0
0
0/

We have

aB=(2, 1,0, 0, -2, -I) = 2c-2a,
bB={\, 1,0, -2,0, -2) = a + b + 2c,
cB={\, 2, 2, 0, 0, -1) = -2a-c,

and

so B e Aut(^"). This shows that Aut(J^~) is 2-transitive on the coordinate
spaces since B acts on them as the permutation (1,2,3,6,5).
Now we show that

c=

is in Aut(^").

/0 1
0 0
0 0
10
0 0
\0 0

0 0 0
0\
10
0 0
0 10
0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 -1 /

We have

aC = (0, 1,0, 1,2,2),
bC = {-2, 1,0,2, 1,0),
and cC = (0, 2, -2, 1, 1, 0),
and these words are clearly in &~, since aC = a A , and bC and cC are each
the image by an element of S of a multiple of cB . This shows that Aut(^") is
3-transitive on the coordinate spaces since B acts on them as the permutation

(1,2,3,4).

We claim that &~ contains a single orbit of words of weight 5. Since &~ is
self-orthogonal, it cannot contain any word of weight 1 or 3. By the 2-transitivity
of Aut(y ), it is clear that 3e" cannot contain any word of weight 2, since some
word in its orbit would not be orthogonal to a = (1,0, 1,0,2,-2).
Now
suppose x and y are two words of weight 5 which are not multiples of each
other and which are zero on the same coordinate. We may assume that every
nonzero entry of x and y is ± 1. Thus either x + y or x - y has weight less
than 4, a contradiction. Now transitivity of Aut(^~) implies there is a single

orbit of words of weight 5.
Next we show that Aut(^") is not 4-transitive on the coordinate spaces. Two
words of weight 5 in !F are

r = (l,0,-1,-1,-1,-1)

and 5 = (-1,-1,-1,-1,

1, 0).

Suppose that D e Aut(^) and D fixes each of the first three coordinate spaces.
Then rD is a multiple of r, and by multiplying D by a scalar if necessary we
may assume rD = r. Thus D must act trivially on the first three coordinate
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spaces and as a permutation on the last three coordinate spaces. But if D acts
as a nontrivial permutation on the last three coordinate spaces, we find that sD
is not orthogonal to 5, contradicting the self-orthogonality of &. Thus D is
the identity and so Aut(^") is not 4-transitive.
Next we show that the only diagonal elements of Aut(^) are scalars. Suppose that D is the matrix diag(c*i, ... , a^) € Aut(^). Then D sends r and
5 to multiples of themselves. By looking at rD we see that a3 = a4 = 0:5 = a¿
and by looking at sD we see that a\ = a2 = a3 = a4, so D is a scalar.
Also, the image of Aut(i?") in S¿ is 3-transitive and not 4-transitive, so it
must isomorphic to 55. Thus Aut(C) is a group of shape 4 • S5. Now let
Auto(^) be the subgroup of Aut(i^) consisting of the matrices whose nonzero
entries are ±1, so Autn(y) is a group of shape 2 • Ss, and let Aq be the
subgroup of Auto(^) of shape 2 • A5. The elements of the group S which
interchange a pair of blocks have order 2, and they act as even permutations
on the six coordinate spaces. Hence they are contained in Aq , implying that
Aq = 2 x A5. Now A is an element of Auto(^) which has order 4 but acts on
the coordinate spaces as an involution. Thus Autn(^) is a nonsplit extension
2 • S5. Finally, we have Aut(C) = 4 x S5, since the matrix A' gotten by
multiplying A by an appropriate scalar normalizes A'0= As and has order 2.
The stabilizer of the word « = (1,2,1,2,1,2)
is easily seen to contain
A and the subgroup S of block permutations. The block permutations and A
obviously commute, so they generate a group of order 24 isomorphic to 4 x 53.
Furthermore, the group generated by 53, A, and the scalars is the maximal
subgroup 4 x S2 x S3 of 4 x S5, and B does not fix (u), proving the last
statement. G

Lemma 2.3. Let Su = stabAut(^-)((«)), let cy = (1,-2,-1,2,0,0),
and
let c2 = (0,0,1,-2,-1,2).
Then Su stabilizes % = {cx, c2) < &, a
complement of u under the action of Su .
Proof. In the proof of the previous lemma we saw that Su is generated by the
scalars, S, and A. Obviously the scalars stabilize «^j, and for any c e S^

we have cA = 2c. Finally, we note that c\ + c2 = ( 1, -2, 0, 0, -1. 2), so S
stabilizes ^.
□
The Heptacode. The last code we study in detail is the heptacode %?, the code
of length 4 and minimum weight 3 over F7 spanned by

« = (-2,1,1,1)

and

b = (0, 1, 2, -3).

It is easy to check that ¡%? is self-orthogonal.

Lemma 2.4. Aut(X) = 3 x 2A4 s 3 x SL{2, 3), and the stabilizer of (u) is a
group 6x3.
Proof. The matrices

(\ 0 0 0 \
0 0 10
0 0 0 1

\o 1 o o y

and

B

/0 -1
1 0
0 0
\0
0

0
0 \
0
0
0 -1
1 0/
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are in Aut(^), since uA = u and bA = 2b, while uB — (1,2, 1,-1) =
3u- b and bB = (1, 0, -3, -2) = 3« - 3b are in X. We claim that the
group generated by A and B is the double cover of A4 . It is clear that (A, 5)
acts on the coordinate spaces as A4 . We compute that

ra_

/0
0 -1
0
0
0
1 0
0
\0 -1
0

0 \
1
0 '
0/

so it is easy to verify that [B, BA] = diag(-14). Thus (BA, B) is isomorphic
to the quaternion group of order 8, so (A, B) is isomorphic to SL(2, 3), the
double cover of A4. We claim that Aut(^) cannot permute the coordinate
spaces as S4. If so, it would contain a matrix

(x 0 0 0 \
r_
C ~ 0 01 0 y0
\0

0 z 0 /

for some x, y, z e F7. Then bC = (0, 1, 4z, 2y), which implies that z = 4
and y = 2. This implies that uC — (-2x, 1,4,2).
But (-2x, 1,4,2) is
not orthogonal to b , a contradiction.
Now suppose that £> = diag(ai, ... , a4) is in Aut(^).
Now (b) is the
only 1-space of ^ with the first coordinate 0, so bD is a multiple of b and
so c*2= a3 = c*4. Similarly (u - b) is the only 1-space of ß? with the second
coordinate 0, so (« - b)D is a multiple of u - b and so a\ = a3 = a4 . Thus
the only diagonal elements of Aut(^) are the scalars, so Aut(^) = 3 x ?.A4 3

3x5L(2,

3).

The stabilizer of (u) clearly contains A and the scalars, which together
generate a group 6x3.
Since the image of A in Aut(^)/Z(Aut(^))
= A4
is maximal and since B does not stabilize {u), the group generated by A and
the scalars is stabAut(X)((«)) • □
We remark that {A) is the set of permutation matrices in Aut(^), since each
permutation matrix lies in the subgroup A$ = 2A4 consisting of the matrices
with each entry equal to 0 or ±1, Aq = QiAo) : (A), and no element of
Qi{Ao) = (BA , B) is a permutation. Also, (b) is a complement to (u) under
the action of A .
The complex Leech lattice. Next we consider a lattice constructed from the
ternary Golay code, the complex Leech lattice Ac . This lattice is a special case
of the lattices of Definition 5.1. The complex Leech lattice is a 12-dimensional
lattice over Z[co] where tu isa primitive cube root of 1. Lindsey [16] shows
that Autz^Ac)
is generated by a monomial group 36 : Mn along with another nonmonomial transformation and that Aui^^Ac)
is isomorphic to the
covering group 6Suz of the sporadic Suzuki group. The Mi 1 factor of the
monomial group acts as a 3-transitive group of permutations, while the factor
36 acts as the diagonal matrices diag(c//') where (c¡) is a Golay code word.
Lindsey also shows that there is a Z-valued quadratic form on Ac that makes
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it into a 24-dimensional lattice over Z. The form is preserved by Autz[<y](Ac)
and makes Ac into the Leech lattice.

Let (, ) be the hermitian form on Ac given by (À, p.) = £^=1 Xifl¡. Let
03 = or1, and let O = co - œ. Now the image of 6Suz in the automorphism
group of Ac/6Ac is isomorphic to the nonsplit extension 2Suz. The form (, )
on Ac gives an inherited form (, ) on Ac/6Ac defined by (1, ß) = (A, p.)
(mod 9Z[fe)]), where 1 and ß are the images of k and ß in Ac/OAc.
It
can be checked that 30Z[<y] is the image of (, ) (this follows from Lemma
5.4), so the image of (, ) lies in 3eZ[co]/9Z[co] = F3. Now if (I, ß) ¿ 0, we
have (A, ß) = ±30 (mod 9Z[<y]). Thus we have (ß, A) = (A, ß) = -(A, ß), so
(, ) is alternating. We also observe that any nonzero 25'Mz-invariant bilinear
form on Ac/OAc is nonsingular, since each of the two orbits of nonzero vectors
spans Ac/OAc. Thus there is an imbedding of 2Suz into the symplectic group

Sp(12,3).
Extraspecial groups and holomorphs.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that P is a group of order p2+n and exponent p, and that

\Z{P)\ = p2, that \P'\ = p, and P' < Z{P). Then P is the direct product of a
cyclic group of order p and an extraspecial group p\+n .
Proof. Let x e Z(P)\P',
and let / be the natural map from P to P/P'.
Since P' < Z{P), the commutator gives a map g : P/P' x P/P' -» P', and
this map is a bilinear form. Since P' < Z(P) and \Z(P)\ = p2, the radical
of g is spanned by f(x). Thus if A < f(P) is a complement of f(x), the
form g\A is nondegenerate, so f~l{A) is an extraspecial group p|+" . Then

P={x)xf-l(Z)*Zpxpl+».

G

The following material is discussed in detail in [9, Appendix 1]. Let Q be an
extraspecial /7-group p\.+2n with p odd. There are p — 1 faithful irreducibles

for Q, each of degree p" . The centralizer in Aut(Q) of Z(Q) is a group

p2" : Sp(2«, p). A holomorph of Q is a group G with Q < G and G/Q =
Sp(2«, p). A partial holomorph of Q is a group G\ with Q < G\ < G where
G is a holomorph. If G has a faithful representation of degree p" we say that
G is a standard holomorph. A partial holomorph is standard if it is contained
in a standard holomorph. If not, we say it is twisted.
By [9, Proposition 1, §1, Appendix 1], standard holomorphs exist, and if
G is a standard holomorph with Hom(G, Zp) = 0 then G is unique. If ps
is a faithful representation of G of degree pn we say that ps is a standard
representation of G. Now suppose that G is a twisted partial holomorph of Q.
Then there exists a standard holomorph Gs with Gs/Q = G/Q. If G is perfect
and G is a covering group of G, then both G and Gs are quotients of G. Let
A and As be the kernels of the maps onto G and Gs, respectively. If there
exists Q < G with Q = Q and QnA = QnAs = 1, then every representation
of G can be written as ps ® a where ps is a standard representation of Gs
and a is a representation of G/Q.
Now we want to study holomorphs G of shape 3++12• 2Suz, where G =
G/Z(G) is the split extension 312:2Smz and 312 = Ac/6Ac asa 2Smz module. By the previous remarks, any such holomorph isji quotient of the covering
group of G, so we determine the Schur multiplier of G. First we need a lemma.
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Lemma 2.6. Let E bean elementary abelian p-group, with p an odd prime, and

let Z = Z/pZ. Then H2{E, Z) = H2b(E, Z) © H2k{E, Z), where elements of
H2b(E, Z) are represented by symmetric cocycles and elements of H2k{E, Z)
are represented by cocycles which are bilinear and alternating.
Proof. Let / be any 2-cocycle. Define the cocycles /' and /" by f'(x,

\f{x,y)

+ \f{y,x)

and f"(x,y)

= \f{x, y) - \f(y, x).

y) =

If we let

Z2b(E, Z) denote the span of all the cocyles /' and let Z2k(E, Z) denote
the span of all the f", we have Z2(E, Z) = Z2b(E, Z) © Z2k(E, Z). By
definition, / is a coboundary if there is a function g : E —►
Z such that
f(x, y) = Sg(x, y) = g(x) + g(y) - g(x + y) for all x, y, so every coboundary is symmetric. Thus any cocycle which is cohomologous to a symmetric
cocycle is symmetric, so no cocycle in Z2b(E, Z) is cohomologous to a cocycle
in Z2k(E, Z). Hence we see that H2(E, Z) = H¡b(E, Z) © H2k{E, Z).
All that remains to prove, then, is that elements of Z2k(E, Z) are bilinear

and alternating. Let / e Z2k(E, Z). We know that f(x, y) = -f(y,
definition of Z2k, so we only need to show f(x,
By definition, a 2-cocycle satisfies

f(x,y) + f(x+y,

y + z) = f(x,

x) by

y) + f(x,

z).

z) = f{y, z) + f(x,y + z)

for all x, y, z. Thus we have f(x, y + z) = f(x, y) + f{x + y, z) - f(y, z),
and by interchanging y and z we have f(x, y + z) = f(x, z) + f(x + z, y) f(z,y).
Adding these two equations we have 2f(x,y
+ z) = f(x,y)
+
f(x, z) + f(x + y, z) + f(x + z, y). Now by the definition of 2-cocycle
we have f(y + x, z) - f(y, x + z) = f(x, z) - f(y, x), so we may replace
f(x + y, z) + f(x + z, y) with f(x, y) + f(x, z) in the previous equation.
Hence 2f(x, y + z) = 2f(x, y) + 2f(x, z), proving the linearity of / in the
second variable. This also shows that / is linear in the first variable, since

f(x,y) = -f{y,x).

o

Recall that G is the split extension

Ac/6Ac

312:2Suz,

with 03(C7) isomorphic to

as a 25,wz-module.

Lemma 2.7. The Schur multiplier of G is an elementary abelian group of order

9.
Proof. Write Ac for Ac/6Ac,

and let M(H) denote the Schur multiplier of a

group H. By Theorem 2.2.5 of [14], M(G) s M(G) x M(2Suz) where M(G)
is the kernel of the restriction map M(G) —>M(2Suz),
sequence

1 -* Hl(2Suz,A¿)

and there is an exact

-►M(G) -* M(K¿)2Suz -» H2{2Suz,K¿) -» 1.

We have Hl(2Suz, ÄrJ) = H2{2Suz, Xcj^

1, sincefrom [16] Z(2Suz) acts

fixed point freely. Hence we have M(Ac) = M(Ac)2S"z. Now by [7] the
multiplier of 2Suz has order 3, so all that remains is to show that M(Ac)2Suz
has order 3.
Let Z\ = Hom(Z3, Cx). For / e Z2(H, Z) or Z2(H, Cx), write / for
the image of / in / e H2{H, Z) or H2(H, Cx), respectively. Define the
map ip : 7/2(Ac, Z3) -> Hom(Z3, M(AC)) by ip(f)(a) = aof.
The map y/
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Cx ).

Theorem 2.1.19 of [14] implies that y/ is surjective, and the kernel of y/ is
//¿(Ac, Z3). Since M(Ac) has exponent 3, Hom(Z3, M(Ac)) is isomorphic
to M(Ac). Thus we have

M(Xc")= H2(K¿, Z3)///2b(Xc\ Z3) S Hlfe,

Z3) = Z2k(Âc\ Z3).

Now fix a generator x of Z3. For m e M(Ac), let me Hom(Z3, M(Ac)) be
defined by m(x) = m . Clearly m is fixed by 2Suz if and only if m is fixed
by 2Suz. It follows from Lemma 2.6 that there is a unique element mz in
Z2k(Ac, Z3) n y/~l(m). Since 2Suz stabilizes the set Zsk(Ac, Z3), the group
2Suz fixes m if and only if it fixes m2. Thus to show that M(Ac)2Suz = Z3, it
suffices to show that there is, up to a scalar, a unique 25'î/z-invariant alternating
form on Ac.
It will follow that there is, up to scalar, at most one such bilinear form if
we can show that Ac is an absolutely irreducible 2Suz module, for let / be
a 25'wz-invariant bilinear form on Ac. Then for x e Ac, we define fx e
Hom(Ac, F3) = Ac by fx(y) = f(x, y). Now the map defined by x >->fx
is an element of HomF325«z(Ac, Ac ), and if Ac is absolutely irreducible,
Homjf325'Uz(Ac, Ac ) has dimension at most 1.
Next we show that Ac is absolutely irreducible. The group 2Suz has a
subgroup Q = 2l+6, where x is the generator of Z(Q) and Q\Q'
contains
an element y which is conjugate to x in 2Suz. Let Bx be the e eigenspace
of x on Ac for e = ± 1, and let B*ybe the e eigenspace of y . Then B~ ' and
B~l both have dimension 8, and B~l is an absolutely irreducible Q module.
Also, B~x n B~l has dimension 4, and Bx n Bxy= {0} .
Suppose that A is a 2Suz submodule of Ac. We show that A = Ac or
A = {0}. Since B~l is an irreducible Q-module, A n B~x is either trivial
or all of B~ ' . If A contains B~' , then it also contains B~', and these two
subspaces span Ac. Thus A intersects both B~ ' and B~ ' trivially. Hence A
has dimension at most 4, and since \Suz\ > \L4(3)\, 2Suz acts trivially on A .
Thus A < Blxn B\ . Since BxnBx = {0}, we have A = {0} .
This shows that if there exists a bilinear form on Ac , then it is unique up
to a scalar. The existence follows by taking the alternating form (, ) that Ac
inherits from Ac. This shows that M(G) has order 3, so M(G) = M(G) x
M{2Suz) = Z3 x Z3. G
Now every partial holomorph of shape 3++12• 2Suz with quotient isomorphic to G = Ac:2Suz is a quotient of G, the covering group of G. Lemma 2.7
implies that Z(G) has four subgroups of order 3. The quotients by these subgroups are: a group of shape 312:6S'«z ; the standard holomorph Gs ; and two
twisted holomorphs. The above discussion on representations of holomorphs
shows that we can distinguish the twisted holomorphs as follows. Let ps be a
standard representation of Gs, let a be a faithful representation of 6Su z, and
let rj be the algebraic conjugate of a . We may regard ps, a , and a as rep-
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resentations of G. Then ps® a is a representation
and ps®9 is a representation of the other.

of one twisted holomorph

The following lemma is from [17].
Lemma 2.8. Let e = e2ni/p and n < p.
The congruence Y%=oaie' = 0
(mod (e - 1)" holds if and only if the congruences ^'flii'
= 0 (mod p)

holdfor 0 < k < n .
We apply this lemma to the situations that arise in §5. The function / is
defined in Definition 3.6.
Lemma 2.9. Let p be an odd prime, let a and b be elements of Z, and let e
be a primitive pth root of 1. Then the following congruences hold in Z[e] :
(2.1)

ea - e~a = a{e - e~l) (mod (e - l)3) ;

(2.2)
aeb _ Eab+ e-ab _ ae-b m f/(l/3)è3(a

- a3)(e - l)3 (mod (e - l)4)

[0
(2.3)

(2.4)

ifp>3,

ifp = 3;

ea - 1 = a(e - 1) + l(l/2)(a2 - a)(e - l)2 (mod (e - l)3) ;

p = 0 (mod(e-l)p-1).

Proof. Equation (2.1) is equivalent to showing that
ea-as

+ ae~l -e~a

= 0

(mod (e - l)3).

To apply Lemma 2.8 to this we need to show that
ak-a

+ a{-l)k

- {-a)k = 0

{modp)

for k = 0, 1, and 2. When k = 0 we check 1 - a + a - 1 = 0, when
k = 1 we check 1(a) - a(l) +a(-l) - l(-#) = 0, and when k = 2 we check
1(a2) - fl(l2) + a((-l)2)

- \{-a)2

= a2-a

+ a-a2

= 0. The equation is now

implied by Lemma 2.8.
For (2.2), we note first that to apply Lemma 2.8 in the case p > 3, we need
to show that
abk - (ab)k + (-ab)k - a(-b)k

- l{\/3)ab\\

- a2)(3k - 3(2A)+ 3 - 0k) = 0 (mod p)

for k = 0, 1, 2 and 3 . Equation (2.1) implies that
aeb _ eab + e-ab _ ag-b

g (g _ 1)3 ;

so by Lemma 2.8 the congruence holds for k < 2. For k = 3 we check
that ab3 - a3b3 - a3b3 + ab3 - l{l/3)ab3(l - a2)(21 - 3(8) + 3(1)) = 2ab3 -

2{ab)3 - 6l(l/3){ab3 - (ab)3) = 0 (mod p). If p = 3, then if a = 0 we have
aeb _ Eab + E-ab _ ae-b = _eo + eo = o, if a = 1 we have aeb - sab + e~ab ae~b = eb - eb + s~b - e~b = 0, and if a = -1 we have aeb - eab + e~ab as~b = -e* - s~b + eb + e~b - 0. Thus in each case, (2.2) is true.
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Equation (2.3) is equivalent to

2ea - 2 = 2a{e - 1) + {a2 - a)(e - l)2

(mod (e - l)3).

This equivalence is equivalent to
2ea-2-2a(e-

1) - (a2- a){e - I)2

= 2ea - 2 - 2a(e - I) - (a2 - - a)(e2
a)(ez - 2e +
= 2ea - {a2 - a)e2 + {2a2

= 0 (mod(e-

4a)e -2 + 3a-a2

l)3).

To apply Lemma 2.8, we check that Yf¡=oa¡ = 2 - (a2 - a) + (2a2 - 4a) 2 + 3a - a2 = 0, that Jf¿¿ a¿ = 2* - 2(a2 - a) + {2a2 - 4a) = 0, and that
Y?i=oaii = 2a2 - 4(a2 - a) + (2a2 - 4a) = 0. Now Lemma 2.8 implies that
(2.3) holds.
Equation (2.4) is obvious from Lemma 2.8.

a

Lemma 2.10. Let œ be a primitive cube root of 1, and let 6 = œ - œ. Then
coa - ù)-" + cob - o)-b - coa+b + o)-a-b = -ab(a

+ b)3S

(mod 9Z[co])

for a, be {0, 1,-1}.
Proof. If a or b is 0, or a + b = 0, both sides of the equation are obviously 0.
Thus we may assume a — b and so of - o)~a + cob - co~b - coa+b+ œ~a~b —

3(wa - co~a) = 3aO. Now b(a + b) = 2 and 36 = -66
a36 = -ab(a + b)& (mod 9Z[co]). a

(mod 9Z[<y]), so

Blichfeldt showed in [1] that if there is a 4-dimensional representation of
2A-j, then it is equivalent to a representation whose image is generated by the
matrices in the next lemma. He also showed that the image of this group in

PSL(4, C) is a maximal finite subgroup of PSL(4, C). Blichfeldt referred
to [19] for a proof that these matrices actually generate a group isomorphic to
2A-J.
Lemma 2.11. Let e = e2ni/1, let s = s + e2 + e4, let n = e3 + e5 + e6, and let
6 = 5-«.
Then the matrices

/l 0 0
0 s 0

(\ 0 0 0 \
0 0 10
0 0 0 1

0 \
0

0 0 e2 0
\0 0 0 e4 j

\p i o o y

(-s

and

¿

1
1

Vi

1

1 1\

n
s
s

5

S

n
s

s
n )

generate a group isomorphic to 2v47, the double cover of the alternating group
on 1 letters. Also, the image of this group in PSL(4, C) is a maximal finite

subgroup of PSL(4, C).
3. Code loops of odd order

In this chapter we define a class of loops whose multiplication operation is
given by the structure of a code over ¥p , the field with p elements, for p an
odd prime. In [11], Griess constructs a class of loops whose multiplication is
based on codes over F2. The definition of our loops is quite simple, whereas
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Griess has to do a fair amount of work to establish the existence of code loops
over F2 . On the other hand, a calculus developed by Ward in [23] can be used
to show a similarity between the two constructions.
Definition 3.1. A loop is a set L and a binary operation
ing properties:

• satisfying the follow-

(1) There is an identity element II e L such that x • 1¿ = 1¿ • x — x for

all x e L.
(2) Given a, b e L, there exists a unique x e L such that a-x = b.
(3) Given a, b e L, there exists a unique y e L such that y • a — b.

We occasionally omit the symbol • from our products and write xy for
x • y . We also use xy • z to mean (x - y) • z .
Definition 3.2. Let p be an odd prime, let C be a self-orthogonal code of length
n over the field ¥p , let 5 be the set of permutation matrices in Aut(C), and
suppose that u e C is a vector of weight n which is fixed by S. We define the

function q>: C x C —>¥p by <p(x,y) = Y^l=\u7lxiyj , and we define L(C) to
be the set ¥p x C with multiplication

(a, c) • (b, d) = (a + b + <p(c, d), c + d).

Lemma 3.1. L(C) is a loop.
Proof. We need to check that L(C) satisfies conditions (1), (2), and (3) of
Definition 3.1. It is clear from this definition that (0, 0) is the identity of

L(C), since <p(0,c) = tp(c,0) = 0 for all c e C, so L(C) satisfies (1).
Given (a, c) and (b, d) e L(C), suppose that (a, c) • (x, y) = (b, d). Then
clearly y — d - c, and so we must then have x = b —a —<p(c, d - c). Hence
(b - a- q>(d- c, c), d - c) is the unique element (x, y) e L(C) with (a, c) •
(x, y) = (b, d). Similarly, (b - a - q>(d- c, c), d - c) is the unique element
(z, w) e L(C) with (z, w) • (a, c) — (b, d), so L(C) satisfies conditions (2)

and (3). a
We let n denote the projection map L(C) —>C, and for x e L(C), we
use x, to denote the ;'th coordinate of n(x). We will refer to the loops L(C)
as code loops, or as odd code loops when we wish to distinguish them from the
loops defined in [11].
We remark that not every self-orthogonal code contains a vector of weight n
fixed by S, the group of permutations in Aut(C). We can generalize Definition
3.2 by letting <p(x, y) = Z¡,6supp(U)u~[xx¡y2 for some u fixed by S, not necessarily of weight n . Another generalization may be gotten as follows. Suppose
(, , ) is a trilinear form on a vector space V over ¥p . Define <p: V x V —>¥p
by (p(x, y) = (x, y, y). Now define L(V) to be the set ¥p x V with multiplication (a, c)(b, d) i-> (a + b + tp(c, d), c + d). All the loops that we investigate
here, however, are given by Definition 3.2.
Now for x, y e L(C), we define [x, y], the commutator of x and y, by
xy = [x, y](yx). Similarly, we define [x, y, z], the associator of x , y , and
z, by xy • z = [x, y, z](x • yz). Using the definition of L(C), it is easy to
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compute that

(3.1)
(3.2)

[x,y]= (^«T^iiw-*)»0]
[x,y,z]=

[-2^u-xXiyiZi,

and
Oj .

It is clear from this that commutators are products of associators, and satisfy

(3.3)

[x,y]2 = [x,x,y][x,y,y]~x.

This motivates the definition of a symmetric trilinear form on C which describes <p, the commutators, and the associators.

Definition 3.3. The symmetric trilinear form ( , , ) on C is given by
n

(3.4)

(a,b,c)

= -2^u~xaibiCi.
1=1

It follows from the definitions that -2<p(c, d) - (c, d, d). The definitions
also show that [x, y, z] = ((n(x), n(y), n(z)), 0).
Definition 3.4. The center of a loop L, Z(L), is the set of all elements z e L
suchthat
[z, x] = 1¿ and [z, x, y] = [x, z, y] = [x, y, z] = \L for all

x,yeL.
Define elements </,and $ e L(C) by

(3.5)

¿-(1.0)

and

$ = (0,u).

From (3.1) and (3.2) we see that / is in the center of L(C) if and only if n(f)
is in the radical of ( , , ). Since C is a self-orthogonal code, we see that u is
in the radical of ( , , ), so $ is in the center of L(C). Obviously </ is also in
the center of L(C). It is clear that L(C)', the subloop of L(C) generated by
all commutators and associators, is contained in (</)< Z(L(C)).

Automorphisms of L(C).
Lemma 3.2. (i) For k e ¥p , the map ßk defined by (a, c)ßk = (ak3, ck) is
an automorphism of L(C). (ii) For S e Hom(C, ¥p), the map defined by
(a, c)s = (a + ô(c), c) is an automorphism of L(C). (iii) For a e S, the map
defined by (a, c)a = (a, ca) is an automorphism of L(C).
Proof Applying the definition of ßk we have

(a,c)^(b,d)^

= (ak3, ck)(bk3, dk)

= (ak3 + bk3 + <p(ck,dk), ck + dk),
and since tp(ck, dk) = q>(c, d)k3, this is equal to

((a + b + <p(c,d))k3, (c + d)k) = (a + b + <p(c,d), c + </)"*= ((a, c)(b, d))"*.
Thus ßk is an endomorphism. Since ßk-ißk is the identity map, ßk is an
automorphism. We have (a, c)s(b, d)s = (a + ¿(c), c)(b + ô(d), d) = (a +
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3(c) + b + ô(d) + <p(c,d),c + d) = (a + b + <p(c,d) + ô(c + d), c + d) =
(a + b + <p(c, d), c + d)s . Thus S gives rise to an automorphism of L(C).
Since a € S means that a acts as a permutation matrix which fixes u, it is
easy to see that q>(ca, da) = tp(c, d), and this shows that a gives rise to an
automorphism of L(C). a
In the future, we shall use ô and a to refer to an element of Hom(C, ¥p)
and Aut(C), respectively, and the associated loop automorphism. The context
will make it clear which we mean.

Definition 3.5. Let R be the subgroup of Aut(L(C)) generated by all ô e
Hom(C, ¥p) ; R0 < R, the subgroup generated by all ô such that ô(u) = 0,
A = {R, S); and A0 = {R0,S).

The following functions can be used to exhibit an analogy between code loops
over F2 and code loops over fields of odd prime order.

Definition 3.6. For k e ¥p , let l(k) be the element of Z satisfying l(k) = k
(modpZ) and \l(k)\<p/2.
Lemma 3.3. If C is a self-orthogonal code over F3, then S"6supp((/)d~xcf — 0

for all d, c e C. Thus <p(c,c) = 0 for all c e C.
Proof. We have d~x = d¡ for d¡ ¿ 0 and c3 = a, so TH€^p(d)d-xc3 =
Y!¡=\ d¡Cj = 0 since C is self-orthogonal. Also, (p(c, c) = Y!¡=\ uTlcf >proving
the second statement. D

Definition 3.7. Let C, u be as in Definition 3.2. We define *F: C —►
¥p by

«™= ¡K-2ß)j:Ul(uTlcf) (modpZ) if p>3,
11/3 E"=il(u~xc3)(mod 3Z)
if p = 3 .
Lemma 3.3 shows that when p = 3, *F(c) lies in Z/3Z and not just in

¿Z/3Z.
Definition 3.8. Let C, u be as in Definition 3.2. The function J< : L(C) —>
L(C) is defined by (a, cf = (a + V(c), c). Also, for (a,c) = de L(C), we
let ¥d = (V(c),0).
We remark that if p > 3, then y/%= [d, d, d].
implies that

(3.6)

The binomial theorem

y/fg= y/fVg[f,f, g][f, g, g],

and this equation is used often in what follows. The linearity of ( , , ) implies

that for all x, y, z, w e L(C),
[xy, z, w] = [x, z, w][y, z,w],

(3.7)

[x, yz, w] = [x, y, w][x, z, w], and
[x, y, zw] = [x, y, z][x, y, w].

The following definition is from [23].
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Definition 3.9. Let A and B be abelian groups, and let / be a function from
A to B. The combinatorial polarization of /, df, is the function from subsets

of A to B defined by

¿/W = £(-i)|íHí|/(£í),
ÍCJ

where £ t = £a€i a and £ 0 = 0.
For a doubly even binary code C,
structed in [11], define q : C —>¥2 by
commutators and associators in code
and dq(x, y, z). If L is an odd code

the codes for which code loops are conq(x) = \wt(x). In [11], Griess describes
loops based on C in terms of dq(x, y)
loop, the function *P is an analog of q in

that <P¥(x,y) = £"=i ujlxm{xi + yù and eF¥(x, y, z) = -2£"=, ^Wi
describe a commutator and an associator in L(C).
Definition 3.10. For k e ¥p, we define a function e^ : ¿(C) -» L(C) by
(a, c)e*= (ka, fcc). For d € L(C), we denote d^ by ú?fc.
Definition 3.11. An element f e L, where L is any loop, is power associative
if the subloop generated by / is associative. The loop L is power associative
if every element of L is power associative.
Lemma 3.4. An element f e L(C) is power associative if and only if the associ-

ator [f,f,f]=

h-

Proof. Obviously [/,/,/]=
1¿ if / is power associative. Now if x, y, z
are in the subloop generated by / and / = (a, c), we have x = (x\, x2c),
y={y\, yic), and z = (zx, z2c) for some x,, y¡, z¡ e ¥p . Thus [x, y, z] =
(x2y2z2(c, c,c), 0), and if [/, /,/] = lL,then (c, c, c) = 0,so [x, y, z] =
l¿. D

Corollary 3.5. If C and u are as in Definition 3.2, and p = 3, then L(C) is
power associative.

Proof. Combine Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. D
The corollary implies that when C is a self-orthogonal code over F3, each
element of L(C) has a well-defined inverse. In fact, it is a simple matter
to check that (a, c)~x = (-a, -c) — (a, c)*1-1, so when p = 3, L has an
automorphism which maps each x e L to its inverse. We note also that it is
true in general that ß-\ = e-\ .

Lemma 3.6. An odd code loop L is commutative if and only if it is associative.
Proof. For any x, y e L, we have [x, y]2 = [x, x, y][x, y, y]~x ; so clearly if
L is associative, then it is commutative. Now suppose that L is commutative.
If there exists a nontrivial associator of the form [x, y, y], then we must have
[x,x,y]
= [x,y,y].
But then [x, y~x, y~x] = [x, y, y] = [x, x, y~l]~l,
so [x, y~x]2 —[x, y, y]~2 ^ II, contradicting the commutativity of L. Thus
there does not exist a nontrivial associator [x, y, y]. Then by the discussion
following Definition 3.3, we find tp is identically 0, in which case L is an
elementary abelian group and is associative. D

Corollary 3.7. If C and u are as in Definition 3.1, and p > 3, then L(C) is
power associative if and only if it is associative.
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Proof Clearly, if L(C) is associative, then it is power associative. Now if L(C)
is power associative and /, g e L(C), we have

H(0=[fg-x,fg-l,fg-1]
=[/, /, /][/,

/, g~lftf,

g~l, g-'?[g~l,

g~x, g~l]

=[f,f,g]~3[f,g,g]3
=[g,f)6.
Thus L(C) is commutative, hence associative.

□

In general, the product of an element / e L(C) with itself k times depends
on the association. If / is a power associative element of L(C), then the
product of / with itself k times does not depend on the association and is
equal to fek. This fact is our rationale for the abuse of notation fk = fek

introduced in Definition 3.10.
Lemma 3.8. The map ek commutes with A as a permutation of L(C).

Proof. Let / = (a, c) e L(C). For ô e R, we have fSk = (a + a(c), c)k =
(ka + kS(c), kc) = (ka + S(kc), kc) = (ka, kc)â = fks . For a e S, we have
fak = (a, ca)k = (ka, kca) = (ka, kc)a = fka.

Since A is generated

by R

and S, this shows that A commutes with e* . D
The Group Generated by Translations. We investigate the group of maps from
L(C) —►
L(C) generated by the left and right translation maps. From here on,
we use L to refer to L(C).
Definition 3.12. We define the following maps from L —»L where L is a odd

code loop and a, b, x e L:
pa : x i-> xa,

Xa : x h->ax,

Ça>b:x >->x[a, b],

Ça : x i->xy/a,

na b : x h->x[x, a, b]Ta: x ^ x[a, x, x]Ca,b,c '■x ^ xla,

b, c].

Definition 3.13. We define the following groups:

U = (kf,pf\feL),
K = (Xf\feL),
E = (r,f¡g\f,geL),
For any / e L, the map C/,/,/

X(f) = (Xf,Pf,Cf),
D = (Pf\feL),
F = (zf\feL).
is the identity if p = 3 and Cf,f,f = C}

if p > 3. Some equations that hold among these maps regardless of p are

Xf = T~1/2n}/2//>/, [pf, t]fJ] = Cf,fj

and [pf, xf] = C/,/,/9/,/-

Thus we

can express every element of X(f) in terms of Xf, r\f j, Cf, and p/. It will
be convenient to have a standard way to refer to an element of X(f) in terms

of these maps.
Definition 3.14. Let / e L(C) and a, ß ,y e¥p.

X(f) is defined by

x~xf[f,f,x]a[f,x,x]nyf.

The map R(f; a, ß, y) e
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The map r(f; a, ß, y) is defined by

x~x[f,f,x]a[f,x,x]"Cf.
We may also write these maps as R(f;a,ß,y)

r(f;a,ß,y)

=

nj j-T^CrPf and

= nJfxßfCf.

Lemma 3.9. For k e¥p,

k ^ 0, we have

e/;xR(f; a,ß,y)ek

= R(fk ; k~2a + 2"'(1 - k~2), k~2ß, k~2y).

Proof. We assume that f - (b, d). We compute that e^x sends x = (a, c) e L
to (k~xa, k~xc) and that R(f; a, ß, y) sends this to

-j-a + b + -r<P(c,d) + i-a(c, d, d) + ^ß(c,

c,d) + yy/ä, -j-c+ d

Then we check that e& sends this to

a + kb + y>(c,d) + a(c, d, d) + -rß(c, c, d) + kyy/d , c + kd
(■
Since q>(c, d) = -2

x(c, d, d), we see that this is equal to

(a + kb + g>(c,kd)+((^-jj^J

+ -^a)(c, kd, kd)

+j^ß(c,

c,kd) + -j^yy/kd,c + kd).

The last expression is the image of the loop element (a, c) under the map
R(fk ; k~2a + 2~1(1 - k~2), k~2ß, k~2y). n

Lemma 3.10. For k e ¥p, k ^ 0, we have
e~xr(f;a,

ß, y)ek = r(f; a, k~xß, ky).

lfl
¿„,,\ _
r( fk .; k~2a,
L-2„.
¡,-2/î
f,-2.
We also have r(f; a, k~xß,
ky)
= r(fk
k~2ß,
k~2y).

Proof. We assume that f = (b, d). We compute that e. ' sends x = (a, c) e L
to (k xa,k xc) and that r(f;a,ß,y)
sends this to

-^a + -^a(c, d, d) + -j^ß(c, c, d) + yÇd, -^c\ .
Then we check that e^ sends this to

(a + a(c,d,

d) + ^ß(c, c, d) + kyÇd, c) .

This is the image of (a, c) under the map r(f; a, k~xß, ky). The second
statement follows by noticing that r(fk ; a, ß, y) sends x e L to

x[fk, fk, x]a[fk, x, x]V;* =*[/,

/, xfalf,

x, *fßVk/y
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and this is the action of r(f; k2a, kß, k3y). Replacing a, ß , and y with
k~2a, k~2ß , and k~2y, this proves the second statement. D

Lemma 3.11. For f, g e L, we have fkgk = (fg)k[f,

g, g]í¡k~k^2 ■

Proof. Suppose that f = (a, c) and g = (b, d). We have

(fg)k[f, g, gt~k^2

=(k(a + b + <p(c,d)),k(c + d))[f, g, gt~ki)l2

=(k(a + b + <p(c,d)) + 2~x(k - k3)(c, d, d), k(c + d)).
Since (p(c, d) = -2~x(c, d, d), this is equal to

(k(a + b + <p(c,d)) + (k3 - k)<p(c,d), k(c + d))
= (k(a + b) + k3<p(c,d),k(c + d))

= (ka + kb + <p(kc,kd), kc + kd)
= (ka, kc)(kb, kd)
= fkgk.
Thus fkgk = (fg)k[f,

g, g](k~ki)l2 . D

Lemma 3.12. The following relations hold:

(i) R(d;a,ß,y)R(e;a,ß,y)

= n^+2ß+l R(de ; a, ß, y^'lAl.e-

(ii) [R(d; a, ß, y), R(e; a, S, t)] = n2/~e2ßCd~eße^
(iii) [R(d;a,ß,y),r(e;o,o,T)]
= t12/eCd:eei;sdde.

(iv) r(d;a,

eCd,e-

ß, y)R(d; a, Ô, t) = R(d; a + a, ß + Ô, y + t).

(v) r(d;a,ß,
y)r(e ; a, ß , y) = r(de ;a,ß,
(vi) R(d ; a, ß, y)P = 1.

y)fl^Cdyd

eCdye e •

(vii)

R(dk;a,ß,y)R(d';o,ö,x).

= R(dk+l ; (k + l)~2(k2a + l2a + 2klö + kl), (k + l)~x(kß + lô),
(k + l)'3(k3y + l3x + 3kl2(a - 1/2) + 3fc2/r5))
(viii)

R(dk;a,ß,y)R(d-k;a,o,x)

= r(d ; k2(a + a - 20 - 1), k(ß - S), k3(y - x + 3a - 3(0 + 1/2)))
Proof (i) The left-hand side R(d; a, ß, y)R(e; a, ß, y) maps x e L to
xd • e[d, d, x]a[d, x, x]ßy/yd[e, e, dx]a[e, dx, dx]ßy/J.
This is equal to
xd-e[d,d,

x]a[d,

x, x]ßy/yd[e, e, x]a[e,

■[e,x,x]ß[e,d,d]ß[d,e,x]2ßy/J.

e, d]a
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By definition, R(de; a, ß, y) maps x to

x-de[de,

de, x]a[de, x, x\ßy/yde

= xd-e[d,d,

x]a[e, e, x]a[d, e, x]2""1 [d, x, x]ß

■[e,x,x]ßysyy/y[d,d,e]y[d,e,e]y.
Thus after rearranging terms, we see that nd2"+2ß+1R(de ;a,ß,

Y)Cd~¡¡eCd~d¡e,

which is the right-hand side of relation (ii), maps x to
xd • e[d, d, x]a[d,

x, x]ßy/y[e,

■[e,x,x]ß[e,d,

e, x]a[e,

e, d]y+a~y

d]y+ß~y[d, e, x]2a-i-2«+2£+i^

and, comparing the exponent of each term, we see this is the same as the image

of the left-hand side.
(ii) Similarly to (i), R(d; a, ß, y)R(e; a, 6, x) maps x € L to

xd • e[d, d, x]a[d, x, x]ß y/yd[e,e, dxf[e,
= xd-e[d,d,

dx, dxf y/¡

x]a[d, x, x]ßy/yd[e, e, x]a[e, x, x]s

• y/¡[e, e, d]a[e, d, d]s[e, d, x]20.
Also, R(e ; a, ô, x)R(d ; a, ß, y) maps x to

xe • d[e, e, x]"[e, x, x]sy/¡[d, d, ex]a[d, ex, ex\ßyiyd
= xe • d[e, e, x]a[e, x, x]â y/¡[d, d, x]a

■[d,x,x]ßy/y[d,

d, e]a[d,e,e]ß[d,e,x]2ß.

Rearranging terms, this is
xe-d[d,d,

x]a[d, x, x]ßy/y[e, e, xf[e,

x, x\s

•yjl\d,e,e\ß\d,d,e\a\d,e,x\2ß.
If we compare this with the last expression for R(d ; a, ß, y)R(e ; a, 6, x),
and also observe that xd • e = [d, e]xe • d, we see that

[R(d ;a,ß,y),R(e;o,o,x)]

= ^^ßft/,,,«.

(iii) The left-hand side R(d ; a, ß, y)r(e ; a, S, x) maps x e L to
xd[d,d,x]a[d,x,x]ßy/y[e,e,dx]a[e,
= xd[d,d,x]a[d,x,

dx,dx]sy/¡

x]ßy/y[e,e,x]a[e,x,

x]s

■y/¡[e,e,d]a[e,d,d]6[e,d,x]20,
while r(e; a, 5, x)R(d; a, ß, y) maps x e L to
xd[e, e, xf[e,

x, x]sy/¡[d,

d, x]a[d, x, x]ßy/yd.

Hence we see that [R(d; a, ß, y), r(d; o,ô,x)}

(iv) This is obvious.

= r}2S¿ddei;odee.
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(v) The map r(de; a, ß, y) sends x e L to
x[de, de, x]a[de, x, x]ßy/de
= x[d,d,

x]a[e,

e, x]a[d,

•[e,x,x]ßy/ydy/y[d,

e, x]2a[d,

x, x]ß

d, e]y[d, e, e]y,

which follows from (3.6) and (3.7). Rearranging terms, this is
x[d, d, x]a[d,

x, x]ßyyy[e,e,x]a[e,x,x]ßy/I[d,e,x]2a[d,

d, e]y[d,e,e]y.

This is the same as the image of x under

r(d;a,ß,y)r(e;a,ß,y)r^ei:ydJlee,
so we have proven (v).

(vi) First, forfeL

define flk] by flX] = 1 and fikx = fik~xxf. Now

if / = (a, c), we claim that fikx-= (ka + ((k2 - k)/2)<p(c, c), kc). This is
obvious for k = 1, and for k > 1 we have

= ((k-l)a+

{k ~ 1)2 ~ {k ~ l)<p(c,c),(k-

= ((k - \)a + (fc-1)

~(k~l\(c,

\)c)(a, c)

c) + a + <p((k- \)c, c), (k - \)c + c)

= (ka + {k ~ 1)2 ~ {k ~ l) <p(c,c) + (k- \)<p(c, c), kc)
= (ka H-—y>(c,

c), kc).

Hence we see that /lP' = lL ■ Now applying (i) to R(d ; a, ß, y)p we have

R(d;a,ß,y)p
= nd2ad+2ß+xR(dd;a,ß,

7)Cd:ldCßd;dr,dR(d;a, ß, y)p~2

= (tld<dnd,d2)-2a+2ß+lR(dd-d;a,ß,y)
■(Cd,d,dCd2,d,d)a-y(Cd,d,di:d,d2,d2)ß-yR(d;a,ß,y)''-3

= U ridTß+lR(d^
;a,ß,y)l[ Cd7jJÛ&,äi=\

i=\

1=1

Now í/^l = 1L , so we may rewrite this as
Sx{-2a+2ß+\)rSx(*-y)rS2(ß-y)

rld,d

^d,d,d

^>d,d,d

where Sx = Y,P,=ii and S2 = £f "/ i2. Now Si = 0 (mod p) forp>3,
S2 = 0 (modp) for p > 3, and Cd,d¡d = 1¿ if p = 3, so this is 1/, in all
cases.
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(vii) R(dk ; a, ß, y)R(dl ; a, ô, x) maps x e L to

jcd* • «/'[</*, rf*, x]a[dk, x, x]ßy/yk[dl, d', dkx]"[dl, </**, dkxfyrTd,

= x • rf^rf'lrf, </, x\kl+k\d,

x, x]kßy/k3y[d,d, xfa+2m

'[d,x,xfy/dh+3kl2°+3k2ls

= X ■dk+l[d , d , xfl+*a+Po+2klS[d

f x f x]kß+lS^y+Px+3klHc-lß)+^lS

This last expression is the image of x under the map

R(dk+l ; (A:+ l)~2(k2a + l2a + Iklô + kl), (k + l)~x(kß + là),
(k + l)~3(k3y + l3x + 3kl2(a - 1/2) + 3k2lô)).
(viii) R(dk ; a, ß, y)R(d~k ; a, ô, x) maps x € L to
xdk • d~k[dk, dk , x]a[dk, x, x]ß
• y,yk[d~k , d~k , dkx]°[d-k,

dkx, dkx]6y/}_k

= x • dkd~k[d, d, xfa-k\d,
■y,kd\d,

x, x]kß

d, xf°-2k2s[d,x,x]-kây,kd3{ia-r-3S)

= x[d,d,xfa-k2[d,x,x]kß
■Wk\d,d,xf°-2k2s[d,x,xrkSy,k3{ia-r-3â-3'2).

This last expression is the image of x under the map

r(d ; k2(a + a - 20 - 1), k(ß - ô), k3(y -x + 3a-3ô-

4. Permutations

3/2)).

D

of luples

Given an odd code loop L, we define luples, which are functions from F2
to L. Then we construct a group of permutations of luples. We will call this
group N. The construction proceeds in two steps. First, we construct a group
N0, whose members act on the range of a luple as either a translation or an
automorphism. Second, we construct a group isomorphic to GL(2, p), whose
members act on both the domain and the range of a luple. These two subgroups
generate N. Then we identify a normal subgroup K of N of order p2. In
the following sections, we show that for certain codes, the group N = N/K is
a subgroup of the Monster.

The group N0.
Definition 4.1. Let V be a 2-dimensional vector space over ¥p, let C be a
self-orthogonal code over ¥p , and let L(C) be the code loop based on C from
Definition 3.2. A luple is a function from V —>L(C). A standard luple is a
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luple 6 satisfying the properties

(4.1)

n o 6 e Hom¥p(V, C)

(4.2)

6(kv) = 6(v)k.

and

We use J¿? to denote the set of all luples and S? to denote the set of all standard
luples.
All of the permutations of luples which we consider preserve the set of standard luples. The restrictions imposed by (4.1) and (4.2), then, will have a strong
effect on the definitions of these permutations. The first observation we make is
(4.2) implies that for a standard luple 6, we have 6(0) = 1¿ . Thus we ignore
0(0), and it should be assumed that every permutation of luples we consider

acts trivially on 0(0).
Now let f e L, and suppose that a is a permutation of 5? which preserves
&. Also assume that for any luple 6 , d"(v) = 6(v)p , where p = p(v) is an
element of X(f) which depends on v . Now (4.2) implies that for k e ¥p,
6a(kv) = 6(kv)p<>kvî= 0(u)M*»), and also 6a(kv) = 6°(v)k = (d(v)p^)k.
Thus we have ekp(kv) = p(v)ek or p(kv) = ek~xp(v)ek . Hence if we know
p(v), Lemma 3.9 tells us what p(kv) must be in order for a to preserve 5?.
From the results of §3 we know that p(v) can be written as
r(f;a,ß,y)
oras R(fk;a,ß,y)
with t/0.
If 6" is to satisfy (4.1),
and p(w) = R(f ; o, S, x),
then it is the case that if p(v) = R(fk;a,ß,y)
then p(v + w) = R(fk+I ; o, v. to) if k +1 # 0 or r(f; o, v, œ) if k +1 = 0,
œ.
for some values of a, ß, .
The observations of the preceding paragraphs motivate our scheme for defining permutations which act like a . Before giving the definition, we need some
notation for the elements of V. Fix a basis {x, y] of V, and let 6 be a
standard luple. For j e¥p , we use 6(f) as an abbreviation for 0(x + jy) and
0(oo) for 6(y) .
Definition 4.2. For ;', j e ¥p u {oo} we define if to be the permutation
which preserves the set 5? and whose action is given by

W
«im46^T"-a":ß,''l
\d(jjr(f>au>ßu>yu)

of Sf

if kn ¿0,

if kij = 0.

The values k¡j, a¿j, ßjj, and y¡7 are as follows:

'0
1
1
J +j
au =

if /' = j = oo,
if j # oo,
if 15¿ oo,
otherwise;

-1

ßü =

fßij + 1/2 if*y.5¿0,
0

if kij = 0;

ru

;
{ -i

if /' = j = oo,
if ; t¿ oo,
if / t¿ oo,

1

if i + j = 0,

(l + j)~i + j

otherwise;

ßij rffc,7#0,
0
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Since we assert that d'f is a standard luple, we check that it satisfies (4.1 ) and
(4.2) if 6 does. As described in the discussion which precedes the definition,
the requirement that 6'f satisfy (4.2) if 6 satisfies (4.2) implies that it suffices
to give d'f(v) for one representative v of each one-space of V, which is what
we do in Definition 4.1. If we know 6'f(v), then d'f(kv) = (6'J(v))k by (4.2).
The next lemma expresses this more explicitly, and shows that d'f must then
also satisfy (4.1).

Lemma 4.1. (1) Suppose that v e V is one of the vectors denoted by j e ¥p U
{oo}, so v is either y or x + jy. If if acts on 9(v) as R(fl ; ß + 1/2, ß, ß)

with l ¿ 0, then if acts on d(kv) as R(fkl ; k~2ß + 1/2, k~2ß, k~2ß). If if
acts on 6(v) as r(f; 0, ß, 0), then if acts on 8(kv) as r(f; 0, k~xß, 0).

(2) If a luple 6 satisfies (4.1), then d'f also satisfies (4.1).
Proof. The preceding discussion showed that the action of if on 6(kv)
ej^xR(fl ; ß + 1/2, ß, ß)ek . Now by Lemma 3.9, this is

R(fkl;k~2(ß

+ l/2) + 2-x(l-k-2),

is

k~2ß,k~2ß),

which simplifies to R(fkl ; k~2ß + 1/2, k~2ß, k~2ß). In the case that if acts
on Q(v) as r(f; 0, /?, 0), the result is obvious from Lemma 3.10. This proves
(i).
To prove (ii), suppose first that i ^ oo. Let v = ax + ay and let w —

yx + ôy. Then
6'f(v + w)=

6(v + w)R(iiai+yi+',+6)^ß^+^2'ß^,ß^)
= 0(v)R(Pa,+,,):ß^ß,ßv,ßv)g^w)R(fiy'+S);ß^+i/2,ßw,ßw)

= eif{v)eif{w) (modZ/),
where ßv+w , ßv , and ßv are as given in Definition 4.2 or part (i). This shows

that (4.1) holds in the case i' ± oo . We also have
0°°f(v + w) =d(v

+ w)R{"fi°+r)',ßv+w+x/2'ßv+""ß''+"''1

= ß^R{Jia):ß,

+ \/2,ß„,ßv)ß^R(^-ßw

= eoof(v)eo°f(w)

This completes the proof.

+ \l2,ßw,ßw)

(modL').

D

In general, suppose that a group G has a left action on a set A and a group
H has a right action on a set B. Let Maps(y4, B) be the set of all functions
from A to B. Then G x H has a right action on Maps(.4, B) according to
the rule ßg'h\a) = f(ga)h . Since a luple is just an element of Maps(F, L),
any permutation of V or L can be viewed to act on luples in this way, by

identifying Z¿ with idy xZ¿ and 2V with 2V x id¿, where idj/ and id¿ are
the identity maps on V and L, respectively.
Lemma 4.2. The set of standard luples is preserved by a e Aq, where Aq = Rq.S

is the group of Definition 3.5.
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Proof Clearly a preserves (4.1), since any loop automorphism does. Now
checking that a preserves (4.2) is equivalent to checking that a commutes
with ek , which we proved in Lemma 3.8. D

Lemma 4.3. The maps if and ô e A0 satisfy the following relations:

(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)

ifh,= iftiv,g,t\>
[if,jg] = rif^jCJ>f>g]j¡¡;gs]

for i,j¿oo,

[oof,jg] = n2f,g™{fj,g]j[f,g,g],
ifô = Sirs
for 6 e Aq.

Remark. Since [/, g, g] - (-2q>(n(f), n(g)), 0), (4.3) implies that if / =
(a, c), g = (b, d), and h = (a + b, c + d), then ifig = i/j. In particular, for
any n e N we have V\ — if«, providing further rationalization for the abuse of

notation /" = fe".
Proof. To prove (4.3), we begin by noticing that if acts on 6(f) as one of

the maps R(fk>>; ßtJ + 1/2, ßtj, ßu) or r(f; 0, ±1, 0) for each ; . Lemma
3.12(v) shows that

(4.7)

/•(/; 0, e, 0)r(g; 0, e, 0) = r(fg; 0, e, 0),

where e = ±1 . Now let k = k¿j and let ß = /?,;. By Lemma 3.12(i) we have
that
R(fk ; ß + i ,ß,ß)R(gk

\ß + {,ß,ß)

=R(fkgk

\ß + \ ,ß,ß)Cl/2gk,gk

= R(fkgk;ß
By Lemma 4.3 we have fkgk = (fg)k[f,
is equal to

(4.8)

+ \,ß,ß)Ckfp g,g

g, g]^k k )/2, so the last expression

R((fg)k;ß + ^ß,ßKk/^g.

Equations (4.7) and (4.8) give the action of ifig on 6(:zi) and 6(f) for j ^
-i, respectively. By comparing these with the definitions of ifg and i[f,g,g]
it is clear that ifig = ifgiH2g g], as required.
To prove (4.4) we suppose first that k ^ oo, k ^ -i and k ^ -j . Then if
acts on d(k) as

Rif^^lk+k

+ ^jh + ^jh + k),

and jg acts on d(k) as

&(gl+k;1b+ k + lJb + k,-fa+k).
Thus by Lemma 3.12(ii) we have that [if, jg] acts on 6(k) as
2(U+k)-'-(i+k)-i)r(j+k)-x-(i+k)-i
'lfi+k ¡ gi+k

^fi+k ^gj+k _gj+k

+ \/2rU+k)-'-(i+k)-i-\l2r
**fi+k; fi+k ¡ gj+k

•»/'+* , gJ+k •
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Now by (3.3) we have [a,b]

= [a,b,
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b]~xl2[a, a, b]x'2, so Cf,g = if/?/,*]

' ^\f g g] ' anc* we ma^ rewrite this expression as

(a a\

„2((j+krl-(i+kr')ru+k)-'-(i+krlru+kr'-(i+kri

V*'y)

'lfi+k ; gj+k

^f'+k , gj+k , gJ+k

'/"'+* , /'+* , gj+k

The last equality follows since (3.7) implies that for any f, g e L and a e ¥p
we have r]fatg = rñ .
If k = oo, then if acts on 0(oo) as

R(f; -i + 1/2, -i, -i) and 7^ acts on 0(oo) as R(g; -j + 1/2, -j,

-j).

Now Lemma 3.12(h) shows that [if, jg] acts on 0(oo) as
2(-j+i)r-j+i+\/2r-j+i-l/2r

"f,g
^f,g,g
V,/,¿r
Similarly to the previous case, this is equal to

If k = -j,

we have that if acts on d(-j)

R(fi-j;(i-J)-1
and ;'g acts on #(-7)

v.*'

as

-.7 + 1/2, (i-j)-i-j,

as r(g ; 0, 1,0).

(i-j)-i-j)

Now by Lemma 3.12(iii) we have that

[if, jg] acts on 6(-J) as

if

f,f,g-

A similar calculation shows that [if, yg] acts on 0(^£) as

(4-12)

«Ï7WJ-

Comparison of (4.9)-(4.12) with the definitions of i[fj,g]

and j[f,gtg]

now

shows
i 1 - n2{'~j)i{'~j)
i{'~j)
snows \if
Vf,Jgl-nf
g l[f,f,g]J[f,g,g]The proof of (4.5) is similar but easier than the proof of (4.4). Suppose first

that k / 00 and k ^ -j. Then 00/ acts on d(k) as R(f; k + 1/2, k, k) and
jg acts on 0(fc) as R(gJ+k ; (j+ k)~x+k + 1/2, (j+ k)~x+k, (j+ k)~x + k).
Thus by Lemma 3.12(h) we have that [00f, jg] acts on 6(k_) as
2u+k)-,ru+kri+i/2ru+k)-'-\/2r

'lflgj+k

^f,gJ+k,gJ+k^f,f,gJ+k

^f,g'+k-

As before we may rewrite this expression as
/¿il)

K

'

„2U+ky> Aj+ky

'

r(j+/c)-'

_

2

W+/c

<f,g>+k ^f,g'+k,g'*k^f,f,g'+k~'f'g^f,g,g^f'f'S-

>> r

If k = -j, we have that ooy acts on 6(k) as R(f; -j + 1/2, -j,
acts on 0(oo) as r(g; 0, 1,0).

-j) and jg

Now by Lemma 3.12(iii) we have that [oof,jg]

acts on 9(—j) as

(4-14)

^.,C/./.r

If A:= 00, we have that 00y acts on 0(oo) as r(/; 0,-1,0)
and jg acts on
0(oo) as R(g; -7 + I/2, -7, -_/). Again Lemma 3.12(iii) shows that [oof,jg]
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acts on 0(oo) as

(4-15)

r,2f,gCf,g,g.

As with the proof of (4.4), comparison of (4.13)—(4.15)with the definitions of
°°lf,f,g] and Jlf,g,g] now shows [oof,jg] = rif-igoolfiftg]jlfigtg].
The proof of (4.6) is easy. For g e L we have
gR(fk;a,ß,y)S

_ gS R(fkS ; a, ß, y)

and by Lemma 3.8 fks = fsk , so we have ifâ = ôifs . D
Lemma 4.4. For f e L, we have
(4.16)

oo/i/=

nfj(i+\)f(i

+ 2)¥f.

Proof. For k ^ —i — 1, k ^ oo, and k # —ï we have that ooy acts on 6(k)

as R(f; k + 1/2, k, k) and iy acts on 6(k) as

Ä(//+* ; (i + k)-x +k+\/2,(i

+ k)~x+k,(i

Now using Lemma 3.12(vii) we see thatoo///
where

1
(z + Ä:+l)2

(* + i + (/ + ^(-^

+ k)~x + k).

acts on d(k) asR(f'+k+x ;A,B,Y)

+ /c+ I)

+K#
+*)(7iI +*+J
ß= TTXTT(* + <'*+« (¡TI+
and

1

*))
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Simplifying, we get that

"- irrhw (*4+ «i+k+"2-'»(*+ î+ TTk))
,11
■k
+ =+

1
(i + k)(i + k+ l)2
,11 + -—;-7
1
1
= &+~
+
2 i + k + l (i + k)(i + k+l)
(i + k)(i + k + l)2
1
1
1
/
1
\
+ 2 +i + k + l + (i + k)(i + k + l)\
i + k+l)
_,
1
1
1
/ i+k \
2

i+ k

+ 2 + 7+T+T+ (7+Tj(7+T+T)
It+T+T/
,11 - + --;-= k+
2

i + k+l

+

i
(i + k+l)2,

B = T+T+-i(k + i + ^ + k^k)
i+k+

-(l + (i + k + l)kj

1

i + k+l

+ k,

and

= (7TTTTf('; + «' + ';+1>3-1»)(<:+ 7Tx))
; +
= /C

1

,1

= £ + T—;-r

Z+ fc-f-l

,

i

j + fc (/ + A:)(z+ fc+l)3

1
i + k+l

k+-;-

+

1
(/ + /c)(/+/V+l)

1
(/+jfc)(j+jfc+l)3

1
(.
I
\
1(i + k)(i + k+l)\
(i + k+l)2)

+-n—:-;-—

, ,

1
,
1
/(/ + *)(/ + *+ 2)'
i + k+l ^ (i + k)(i + k+l)\
(i + k+l)2
1
i+ k+ 2
= k+-—¡-r
+ -rr
i + k + l (i + k + l)3
Thus we have

R(fi+k+x;A,B,Y) = R(fx+k+x;k +

i+ k+ l 2
,
1
,
1
k + -—¡--, k + -—-.-i + k + l'
i + k+l

(i + k+l)2'
i+k+2
+
(i + k+l)3
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Now we have ^t^i,
map

= */,/

and i£*+I2)('+*+1)~3 = C/k+2 , so this is the

(4.17)

When k = oo, we have that oof acts on 0(oo) as r(f; 0,-1,0)
and if acts
on 0(oo) as R(f; -i+l/2,
-i, -i). Thus, using Lemma 3.12(iv), we see that
oofif acts on 0(oo) as

(4.18)
R(f; -i +1/2, -i-

1, -i) = t,ftfCfR{f; -i - 1 + 1/2, -i - 1, -i - 1).

When k — -i, we have that ooy acts on 6(-i)

if acts on 8(—i) as r(f; 0, 1,0).
we see that oo/i/ acts on 8(^i)

(4.19)

as R(f; -i+

1/2, -/,

-i) and

Now using Lemma 3.12(iii) and 3.12(iv),

as

rij,/C/./,/Ä(/;-i+
1/2, -i + l,-i)
= tififC}R(f; -i+l + l/2,-i+l,

-i + 1).

When Ä:= —/'- 1, we have that oof acts on 0(/c) as

R(f; -i - 1/2, -i - I, -i-

I)

and z'y acts on 8(k) as -R(/_1 ; —2—I + 1/2, -2 - /, -2 - i). Now Lemma
3.12(viii) shows that oofif acts on 8(-i - 1) as r(/;

^, 5, T) where

¿ = - i - \ + (-2 - i + \) - 2(-2 - j) - 1,
B= —i—1 - (—2—/),
and

T = (-/-

1 - (-2 - i) + 3(-2 - i + {) - 3(-2 - i + i)).

Thus we have A = 1, B = 1, and T = 1, so ooy/y acts on 0(-¿ - 1) as

(4.20)

r(f; 1,1,1)=

r,fjÇfr(f; 0, 1,0).

Now by comparing (4.17)-(4.20) with the definitions of (/' + 1)/ and (i + 2)¥f ,
we see that ooy/'y = rç/,/0' + l)/(/ + 2)Vf . u
Definition 4.3. We define the groups P and N0 by P = (if, ö \ i: e ¥p u
{oo}, f e L,S e R0) and N0 = (P,a> \ a e A0).
Lemma 4.5. iV0= (p2 x p2) • pm ■p2m ■S, where m = dim(C) - 1.

Proof. Throughout the proof we use Ç to denote an arbitrary element of (oo¿,
0¿). The first step is to show that every element x e P can be written in the

form noofOg for some n e Ro and f, g e L. We assume that x = T[SÇS
where each term & is equal to if for some / G ¥p U {oo} and f e L.
Now we replace each & = if such that i / 0 or oo with nJ'j-oo'j-OfÇ as
follows. According to (4.16), we may write iy - r¡Jxfoof(i - !)/(/' + l)^1 . Now
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if i - 1 = 0, this is the desired form and we are done. If i —I > 0, then by
induction we write (i - l)f = njiyoc'fx0fÇ
and get

if = ttj*fOOftfJ*%CQf-l0fZ{i
+ I)"1.
Thus we see that we can write if - nJ'j-ooJ'OfÇ for some Ç e (oo¿, 0¿).
We use (4.6) to move all the terms r\f j to the left. Now we use (4.5) to
move each term oof to precede each term 0g and use (4.6) to move all terms
r\fg this process introduces to the left. Then we use (4.3) to combine the ooy
and Og into a single term oo/ and 0g , respectively, and (4.6) again to move all
terms r\f g that this process introduces to the left. Clearly we may combine all
terms t]f<g that we have collected at the left into a single term n . Additionally,
we may write the product of all the terms Ç e (oo¿, Oj) as a product of oo .,
and 0 ,j ; and since these lie in the center, we can combine these with oof and

Og according to (4.3). This shows that each x e P can be written as noofOg .
Now there are pm choices for n and pm+1 choices for each of / and g, so
\P\ < p3m+4. Further, (4.5) and (4.6) imply that Z(P) = (oo¿, 0¿, oo$, 0$),
that P' = (n, oo^, 0^ | n e R0), and that [P, P'] = (oc^, (L¿).
Now we claim that if noofOg acts trivially on S', then f = g = Il and n is
the identity of Rq . Suppose that noofOg acts trivially on S?. Choose 8 eS?
such that 0(0) = lL ■ Then 0''OO/O*(O)
= /, so we have f = lL- Similarly we
have g = Il ■ Now if n is not the identity, there exist d e L with dn / d

and 0 e ^

with 0(0) = d. But then 0"(O) # d, so 0^ # 0. Thus n is the

identity, so we have proved the claim. Hence |P| = p3m+4 and so P has the
desired structure.
Now it is clear from the definition of Nq that No = P.S, and (4.6) shows
that 5" normalizes P, so we are done. D
The group X = GL(2, p). Now we proceed to the second step in constructing
the group N, defining a group X of permutations of standard luples which is
isomorphic to GL(2, p). We have a number of goals in mind. We intend that
X will normalize /Vo and P. Also, X will normalize a subgroup K < Z(P)

with \K\ =p2 and KnP' =1.
Here is how we proceed. For each element g e GL(V), we want to describe
a permutation of luples xg . We define xg only for two elements t, v e GL( V)
which generate GL(V). Then we show that the group X = (xt,xv) is isomor-

phic to GL(2, p).
For the remainder of this section fix k e¥p

such that -k

is a generator of

Fx . Let t e GL(2, p) satisfy t(x) = x + y and t(y) = y, and let v e GL(2, p)
satisfy u(x) = y and v(y) = kx. Then t and v have matrices
(° q) , respectively, with respect to the basis {x = (°), y = (¿)} .

(¿ j) and

Lemma 4.6. The group GL(V) is generated by t and v .
Proof. It is a standard fact that SL(V) is generated by the subgroups ((¿ J))
and ((} °)). Now t = (¿ ¡) and ? = (xk1), so we see that (t, v) contains
SL(V). It is also clear that GL(V)/SL(V) £ Fx , and the homomorphism of
GL(V) onto Fx is given by the determinant. Since the determinant of (, £)
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is a generator of Fx , we see that (t, v) maps onto Fx , so it must be all of

GL(V).

d

The permutations xg , g e Aut(F), will act as the composition of the natural
action of g acting on Maps(F, L) as described earlier, and certain maps from
L to L acting on the range of a luple, which we call "twisting maps". Before
we define the maps xg , we study the twisting maps.

Definition 4.4. We define k to be the permutation of L which sends (a, c) ^
(-ka, c) for all (a, c) e L, where k is the generator of ¥p fixed above.
Now fix an element d e R such that %9 = $ y/$. For convenience, choose
d to be the identity if y/$ = Il ■ It will turn out that the twisting maps all
lie in F = (yd, k) . Since d € Aut(L), it is clear that R(f; a, ß, y)9 =
R(f9 ; a, ß, y). The next two lemmas give similar relations for y and k .

Lemma 4.7. R(f; a,ß,y)?=

R(f; a+I,

Proof. We determine the image of gel
We have
gy-sR(f;*,ß,yW

ß + I, y + I).

under the action of R(f; a, ß, y)^ .

=(gy/-i)R{f;c.,ß,yW

= (gfVgl[f,f,g]a[f,g,g]ßv})r
= gfVg-XU,/, gf[f, g, g]ßVyfVfg
= gf[f,f,g]a+l[f,g,g]ß+lvyf+1,
where the last step follows from (3.6), which says that y/fg = yifyg[f,
• [/, g, g] ■ The last expression is the image of g under the action of

R(f;a+l,ß+l,y+l).

f, g]

□

Lemma 4.8. R(f ; a, ß, y)K= R(fK ; -ka + 2~x(l + k), -kß, -ky).
Proof. Let x = (a, c) e L, and suppose that f = (b, d). Then
xK-lR(f;a,ß,y)K

=(_la>

c}R(f;<*,ß,y)K

= (-\a + b-^c,d,d)
+ a(c,d,d)

+ ß(c,c,d)

+ y*¥(d) ,c + d)K

= (a - kb+j(c, d, d)
- ka(c, d, d) - kß(c, c, d) - ky*¥(d), c + d)
= (a-kb-i(c,d,d)
+ (^-ka)(c,d,d)
-kß(c,c,d)-kyx¥(d),c
+ d).
This is the image of x under the map R(fK ; -ka + 2~x(l+k),

-kß, -ky).

n

In the definition of the maps if, the elements of the various groups X(f)
which appear are of the form R(f; ß + 1/2, ß, ß) or r(f; 0, ±1, 0). Applying Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 gives the following corollary, which describes the
action of y and k on maps of this form.
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Corollary 4.9. We have

R(f; ß + 1/2, ß, ßf = R(f, ß + \ + \/2,ß+\,ß

+ \)

and

R(f; ß + 1/2, ß, ßf = R(r ,-kß + j, ~kß, -kß).
Lemma 4.10.

r(f;0,

1,0)* = r(f; 0,1,0)

and r(f;0,l,0)K

= r(f;0,-k,0).

Proof The first statement is clear since for x e L we have x[f, x, x]y/x =
xy/x[f, x, x]. For the second statement we notice that for x = (a, c) € L and

f = (b, d) we have
xK-'r(f;0,l,0)K

= (_fc-lfl

cv(/;0,1,0)k

= (-k-xa + (c,d,d),c)K

= (a - k(c, d, d), c)
= xr{f;0,-k,ù)

Lemma 4.11. For f e L, the maps y

D

and k satisfy (/')*

= U**)1 and

(fr = (fK)'.
Proof.Wehave (/')* = flyP = f'wÇ , while (/*'')' = (fvÇ)1 = f'vÇ • The
second part follows since multiplication in ¥p is commutative.

D

Now we are ready to define xt and xv . According to the scheme we outlined
above, 8x*(v) — 8(gv)Tv for some Tv e £T which depends on v . As with the
definitions of the maps //, if 8g is to satisfy (4.2) for each standard luple 0 ,

then for I e¥p we have 88(lv) = 8(lgv)T<» = 8(gv)e'T'" and also 8g(lv) =
8g(v)' = 8(gv)T"ei. Thus since every element of L(C) is in the image of some
standard luple, we must have T¡v = efxTve¡.

Definition 4.5. The map xt is the permutation of luples which preserves the
set of standard luples and whose action is given by 8X>(¿)= 8(i+ l)^~'9~l for
i e ¥p U {oo}, with the understanding that oo + 1 = oo.
Definition 4.6. The map xv is the permutation of luples which preserves the
set of standard luples and whose action is given by 8x"(f) — 8(vi)K^ ' where
Ei = 0 if /' = 0 or oo and E¡ —i + i~x + k2i~3 otherwise.

The definition of x„ seems to contradict our earlier assertion that all the
twisting maps would lie in 3~ = (yd ,k), since it seems to imply that y is
a twisting map. There is no contradiction, however, since if p > 3 we have
W%
= Il and d is the identity, while if p = 3 we have E¡ = i + i~x + k2i~3 = 0.
We remark that since elements of Aut( V) are linear transformations and the
twisting maps act trivially on L/L', the luples 0X* satisfy (4.1) if 0 satisfies

(4.1).

If v is an element of V denoted by a member of ¥p U oo , the requirement
that x, permute S? allows us to determine the action of x( and x„ on 8(v)
for those v € V which are not mentioned explicitly in the definition.
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Lemma 4.12. Suppose that I e ¥p and j e {00} U ¥p.
8(tljy~l~ld~'

Then 8x,(lj) =

and 8x*(lj) = 8(vlj)K^rlEi.

Proof. The above discussion showed that the twisting map for 8 (If) is the
conjugate by e¡ of the twisting map for 8(v) if property (4.2) is to be preserved.

Thus

mn = (0x'W)1
= my1*-1)1 = ((w^rr"'0-1)'.
By Lemma 4.11, efxy~xe¡

= y~'~

, and by Lemma 3.8, e¡ commutes with

d . Hence we have 8xt(lf) = (8(t(lj))^
corresponding result for x„ . D

9

. A similar calculation gives the

Now we state and prove some relations that show xt and xv normalize P.
Corollary 4.9 showed that maps of the form R(f; ß + 1/2, ß, ß) are conjugated to maps of the form R(f; ß + 1/2, ß, ß) for some ß . Also, Lemma 4.1
showed that if a map if acts on 8(v) as R(f; ß + \ , ß, ß) and k e¥p , then
if acts on 0(^1;) as R(fk ; k~2ß + \, k~2ß, k~2ß). Since all of the maps
we consider in the next lemmas are of this form, we adopt the abbreviation

R(f;ß)

for R(f;ß + \,ß,ß).

Lemma 4.13. The maps S e Ro, if, and xt satisfy:
(4.21)

ôXl=ô

(4.22)

forallôeRo,

ooxJ =00 d-\ ,

(4.23)

0^=l/ô-.

Proof. As remarked earlier, the natural action of t commutes with ô. Also,
y commutes with S , since each acts on an element of L by multiplication by
some element of Z(L). Obviously d commutes with ô. Thus x, commutes

with ô , proving (4.21).
For i e¥p , we have that

= 8x~'(i+

l)R(J'i+lWl9~l

= 0(lf?R(f;i+iW-]d-\
By Lemma 4.7, this last expression is 8(i)R^a
where /' = /a_'.

;'), and this is equal to 8°°f' (j)

We also have that
8x',0°fXl(oo)

=8x^'00f(too)^~'d~l

= 0*r'(ogy(/;o.-i>o)^-'i>-1
= 0(oo)ö*^;O'-1-°>*"'a"'.
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By Corollary 4.9 the last expression is equal to
0(oo)^"1;O'-1-°)

= 0oo/'(oo).

This proves (4.22).
For i e ¥p, i ^ -1, we have that

0xrlQf*(j) =fl*r'o/(i+

py-'a-'

= 0X<~'(i + l)W+l ;'+i+('+i)-')^-'â-'
= e^ayR(fM

;i+i+(i+i)-')^-'a-1_

Corollary 4.9 implies that

dyR(fi+l-, i +1 + (*+ iyx)y-xd-x

= R((f-')i+x;

i + d + i)-x),

so the last expression is
0(l)R((/a~1),+1;,'+(!'+irl).

This is equal to 8lf (¿).
We also have

0*r'°/*«(-i) =0^r'o/(o)^-'ö-1
= 0x'~'(O)/'(/;O'1'O)*^10"'

= 0(_l)9^(/;o,i,o)^-'ö-1_

Lemma 4.10 implies that dyr(f;

0,1, O^-'d"1

= /-(/a"' ; 0, 1, 0), so the

last expression is
0(-iy(/8~';o'1.°).

This is equal to 01/'(-l).
Finally,
0*rV<(<x>) =0V,o/(2o)y-,9-1
= 0jcr'(^)^(/;o)^-19-1

= 0(oo)ö*^;0»*"0"'
= 0(oo)Ä^"'--1).

This is equal to 8xf (oo), thus proving (4.23).

D

Lemma 4.14. The maps S, if, and xv satisfy the following relations:

(4.24)

ôx" =ô~k

(4.25)

oo*" = 07.,

(4.26)

forallôeRo,

0xf=oofk*.

Proof. Again, the natural action of v commutes with ô , as does y . Considering k and ô as maps on L, we have k~xSk = S~k , since for (a, c) e L we
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have (a, c)K~'ÔK= (-k~xa, c)Sk = (-k~xa + 3(c), c)K = (a8x^Sx"(v) = 8(w)k~[Sk = 8(w)s~k. This proves (4.24).

kô(c), c). Thus

For i e ¥p, i ,¿ 0, we have that d^'^f^d)
= 8x»{°°f(vL)K?"¡i,where E¡ =
i + i~x + k2i~3 as given in Definition 4.6. Now vj — v(\) - (k), so we have
VL— ik/i = i(x + (k/i)y). By the definition of ooy and Lemma 4.1, coy acts
on 8(v£} as R(f ; i~3k), so we have
QX-'oof^^K^i

= QX-^vQR{f;i-^k)KyEi

_ Q^y-E'K-'R(fi;rik)KyE^

Corollary 4.9 implies that
y-E»K-xR(fi;r3k)KyEi

=y-E>R(p-,

-r3k2)yE¡

= R(f;-r3k2

+ Ei)

= R(f ; -i~3k2 + i + rx + k2i~3)

= R(fiK;i + rx).
This is the action of 0/« on 8(1).
We also have 8x^loofx"(0) = 8x^°°f(vQ)K

and vO = i/(°) = (k), so we have

v0 = feoo . Thus we have
0^"'°°/(i/O)'c

= 8x"\koo)rV'°--k~l'°ïK

= 0(0)K~,r(f'°'-k~l>°)K.

By Lemma 4.10, K~xr(f; 0, -Ar1, 0)/c = r(f; 0, 1,0). This is the action of
0/» on 0(0).
Finally,

we have

0^"'oo/JC"(oo) = dx*loof(i>oo)K.

Now

f oo = v(0) = (°), so

we have
0^'°°/(i/oo)K

= 0*,-'(O)*(/;o)k = 8(oo)K',R{f'0)K = 8(œ)R^'°K

This is the action of 0y* on 0(oo). This proves (4.25).
For i e ¥p, i # 0, we have that 8x-l°fx"(l) = 8x"~[°f(vi)K?Ei , and by our
computation during the proof of (4.22) that i/i = ik/i, we see that this is
0x-'

^^R(fk

■r2(kr'+ik-1))KyE-

=0^-E>K-'R(fk

■kr}+{kir')K^E'

_

Now Corollary 4.9 implies that
y-EiK~xR(fk

; fer3 + (ki)~x)KyEi

=y~E-R(fkK

-, -k2r3

- rx)yE*

= R(fkK;-k2r3-rx+Ej)
= R(fkK;i),

and this is the action of coy** on 0(¿).
We also have
0*-7V,(Oj

- 0^"'°/(^O)'c

= 0X>1(feoc)*(/* -0)K= 0(O)K"lR(/,:''o)K ,

and this is equal to 8(0)R{fk"<0).This is the action of oo/*. on 0(0).
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Finally, we check that
0^"'°/*"(oo) =0^"'°/(i/oo)'c

= 0*¿"'°/(O)'c
= 0*,71(O)'-(/;O,i,o)K
= 0(oo)K"1^;O'1'O)K.

Now Lemma 4.10 implies that K~xr(f; 0, 1, 0)/c = r(f; 0, -k, 0). This is
the action of coy** on 0(oo), thus proving (4.26).

D

Now we have defined a set of generators of N.
Definition 4.7. We define the group of permutations of standard luples N =
{No, xt, x„), where N0 is the group of Definition 4.3. We also define the
subgroup K = (oo$0ft , Ojoo"1).
Theorem 4.15. N = (p2 x p2) ■pm • p2m • (S x GL(2, p)), and K is normal in

N.
Proof. Lemmas 4.5, 4.13, and 4.14 show that N normalizes P. We claim that
[xg, a] e P for a e S. This then implies that No < N. First, a and y
commute,

viewed as permutations

of L, since f?a

= fa y/f, /"*

= fa y/f*,

and y/f = y/f„ when a e S. Then we find that
0*r'^(¿)

= e(i±Dayay~,0~l

= 8d+i)9a9~]

= ea + i)a9°9-\

Now dad~x e i?o < P, so this proves the claim when g = t.
commutes with a, so we also have
(4.27)

8x"lax»(i)

= 0(uj)^~E'K~'aK^E'

Clearly k

= 8(vQa,

proving the claim when g = v .
Now that we have shown N0<N ,we need only show that N/Nq = GL(2, p).

Let X = {xt, Xv). Then N = N0X and N/N0 = X/X n A^0. There is a
map from X to GL(2, p) gotten by considering the action of X on the sets
v(u) = {8 | n o 8(v) - u} where v e V. An element xg e X acts on v(u) by
its action on the elements of v(u), so we get
v(u)*'={6x*

\no8(v)

= u}

= {0| n o0^-' (v) = u}
= {8\n(8(g-xv)Ka?b9b)

= {0 \no8(g~xv)

= u]

= u}

= (g~xv)(u).

Next, for v e V let v = {v(u) | u e C}, so we have vx* = g~xv. Now we
originally let Aut(K) have a left action on V, but we can get a right action
from this by the rule vg - g~xv . If we identify v with v e V, then the
map h : X —►
Aut(F) defined by xg h->g is a homomorphism of X onto
Aut(K) S GL(2,p), where the action of Aut(K) on V is on the right.
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Now if x G X is in the kernel of h , for each j e ¥p U {00} we must have
8x(j) = 8(f)K'1'P 9 for some a, b which depend on j. By using Corollary

4.9, if a and b are not both 0, we can choose ß such that R(f; ß)K"^ 9 —
R{fa" ; ß) and ß # ß . Now for any ß e ¥p and j e ¥p U {00} , there exists
i such that ßij = ß, and it follows that ñ £ P. This gives a contradiction,
since x normalizes P. Hence we have a = b = 0, and so x is the identity.
Since this is true for any x in the kernel of h, we have X = GL(2,p).
Now it also follows from this that Ií1jVo=
1, so we have shown that N =
(p2 x p2) • pm • p2m • (S x GL(2 ,p)).

To see that K is normal in N, (4.25) and (4.26) show that xv conjugates
oojO"1 to Ojoo^ = 0$oo,„$, with the last equality following from the fact that
yi%= lL if p > 3 and k2 = 1 if p = 3. Similarly we get that xv conjugates
Osoo^j to oo$k0~k = oo$k0~x .
We also compute, using (4.22) and (4.23), that the conjugate of oojO^ by
xt is oojoo"1!^ . By (4.16) this is equal to oo$0„,$. Similarly we get that xt
conjugates 0$oo~' to ljl^'oo"1 . By (4.16) this is equal to 1$2~' . Now by

(4.16) again we have
oojO^Osoo-1 = oo$0$0v,$oo-$1= l^O^oo"1.

Now the terms iv% simplify as

2|PjtV$0CV$
= n®v%—°°<i's^¥%
= (2

V$.

Now in the only possible case where y/$ ^ Il , we have p = 3. Then we have

2_1 =2, and 2f has order 3, so
-1)2 =2~x

{2-% =2:

Thus we do have that (Ojoc^1)*' = 1$2V,1is an element of K, so K is normal
in TV. D
Remark. For any 5 g Aut(K), we défine xs to be h~x(s).

Definition 4.8. Let TV= N/K, and for any subgroup H < N let H = HK/K.
Let Qoo = (x,, 0^, oo/, ô, I / G L, ô e R0), and let AT«,= NN((oc¿)).
The next lemma describes the action of x¿ G X when A is a diagonal matrix of GL(2,p).
Let K(b) : L -> L be the element of (k) which acts as
(a, c) >-*(ab, c). Then from the definition of xt and xv we see that for any
g G Aut(K), the element of (k) which occurs in each twisting map for xg is
K(de\(g)), where det(g) is the determinant of g .
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Lemma 4.16. Let X/, G X — (xt, x„) with h—(^ £). Then the action of X/, on
elements of ôoo is given by

(4-28)

0?-OJ*«,

(4.29)

¿** = <5a6,

(4.30)

oo** = oo*K(aè),

(4.31)

x*' = x,a_lft.

anrf

Proo/ First, from the comments above we see that each twisting map for x¿¡ is
K(ab)(dy)c for some c. Since hy = ay and hx — bx, we compute that for

Sei"

we have
0xHl°fxh(y)

= 0(y-)(dyrcK(abr[R(fa;O)K(ab)(dyy
= 0(y)^y)~CR^f)K{ab]';0)W
=

0(j;)Ä«/°)'c<'"'>iiC;c),

the last step following from Corollary 4.9. We also compute
0x;lOfxh,xj

_ 0^(.d¥TcK(ab)~{r(f-Q,b-l,O)K(ab)(d'P'r

= 0(x)^;O'a'°),

the last step following from Lemma 4.10. Since Xf, normalizes P, and since
elements of the form 0g for some g G L are the only elements of P which act
on 0(x) as r(g; 0, a, 0) and act on 0(j>) as /?(g; c), we have x^x0fXh = 0g
for some g e L, and so c — 0. From the discussion following Lemma 4.3
we have 0/» = 0* , so we have 0fh = 0aK(aè). This proves (4.29). A similar
computation

shows that ooJ1 = oobK,ab), proving (4.31).

Next, for S e Ro we have
0xh->Sxh^

= 0^{df)-cK(abriSK(ab)(dy)\

Now for (c, d) G L, we have
(C, d)KWrlWab)

= (C(fl¿,)-1 ( ¿)<M**)
=

(c(a¿>)-1+<*(<*),

¿)K(fl6)

= (c + abô{d), d),
so we have K(ab)~xÔK(ab) = ¿a* . Now for (c, d) e L,we

have

(c,¿)^~'<^ = (<:-¥(</), rf)¿*
= (c-T^ + W,^
= (c + ô(d),d),
so ^

commutes with ô and obviously 9 commutes with ô. Thus <F* = öab ,

proving (4.30).
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Finally, since th = ta b and the map xg y-*g is an isomorphism from X
to C7L(2, p), we have xXh= xf'b , proving (4.32). D

Theorem 4.17.
( 1) Qx =•p x px++n,and Q^ S px++n. _
(2) AT«,tt goo • ((P - 1) x (pm+x:S):(p1)), and N^ à Qx . ((p - 1) x
(pm:S):(p-l)).
Proof. The proof is basically an application of the relations in Lemmas 4.3,

4.4, 4.13, and 4.14. By (4.5), (4.6), (4.21), (4.22), and (4.23) we see that
Q'oc = (oo¿).

We have that

[0¿, x¡] = oo¿, and if / £ Z(L)

there exists

ô e Ro such that [oo/, S] = ecu . Also, for S e Ro , we can find f e L such
that

[oo/,f5]

= ecu.

Now

goo n AT = (oo$0<„$). Equations

show that oojO^j commutes with 0¿, oo/, and Se.Ro.

(4.5) and (4.6)

From (4.22) and

(4.23) we have (cojOy,,)*' = oojoo"1!«,,. By (4.16) we have co"1^, = 0^ , so
(oojO^)*' = oo$0,„s. Thus Z(goo) = (ecu, <x>$0n). Now Lemma 2.5 proves
that

goo = P x Pi+n ■ Since

QxnK

< Z(Qoc) \ Q'^ , we have

g^

s px++n.

This proves (i).
For all a e S, it is clear that a centralizes oo¿. It is also clear that for
any f e L, Of centralizes oo¿ . These maps generate a subgroup of A^oo/gœ
isomorphic to pm+x:S where the subgroup of shape pm+x is elementary abelian
and isomorphic to C as a module for S. Now let z be the element of
X = (xt, x„) of order p - 1 corresponding to the element of GL(2, p) with
matrix (¿ _°), where —A:is the generator of the multiplicative group of ¥p
as in the definition of xv . By (4.31) we see that z normalizes (ecu). By
(4.29) we see that 0f = 0/«, so z commutes with 0/ modulo g^ . From the
proof of Theorem 4.15 we see that the commutator of z and S is contained in
goo . Similarly,

Z(X)

normalizes

(ocu), the subgroup generated by the maps

oo/, and the subgroup generated by the maps 0/, for all f e L. Obviously
it centralizes xt and z, so we see that goo < N^ and A^/goo = (z) x
{(pm+x: S) : Z(X)) s (p - 1) x ((pm+x : S) : (p - 1)). This proves the first

part of (ii). To show that ~Ñ~Z
= Q^>• (p - I x (pm :S) : (p - I)), v/e note
first that K < A7«,, and K \ g^ contains Osoo"1 . Now oo"1 G goo, so
ÑZ=QZ
= Aoo/goo* = N00/(Q00 , 0j>. Now 0$(goo) is contained in the
elementary abelian subgroup of Aoo/goo which is isomorphic to C as an S
module. Thus A00/(g00 ,0$) = (p - 1) x pm :S:(p - I), proving the second

part of (ii). D

5. Lattices

related

to the groups

A^oo

In this section we construct lattices from self-orthogonal codes. These lattices
are related to the groups A^ in that a large subgroup of Aoo/goo is isomorphic

to a subgroup of the automorphism group of the lattice. For the three
that are of special interest to us, it turns out that Aoo/goo is isomorphic
monomial subgroup of the automorphism group. This construction is a
alization of the construction of the complex Leech lattice in [ 16] and the

codes
to the
generlattice
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for the Hall-Janko group in [17]. It is also similar to some of the constructions

described in Chapters 7 and 8 of [5].
The Lattice A.
Definition 5.1. Let p be an odd prime and let e = e2n'lp. Let C
orthogonal code of length n over ¥p, and let u e C be a vector
n fixed by S, the group of permutations in Aut(C). Let / and
functions of Definitions 3.6 and 3.7, respectively. The lattice A(C)
of all vectors v — (v¡) in Z[e]n satisfying the following properties:
(5.1)

There exists m e Z such that v¡ = ml(u¡) (mod (e - 1)),

(5.2)

J2 l(ci)vi - ° (mod (e - !)2) for a11c = (c<)€ C >
¿=i

(5.3)

¿I /("')u' - -mplQV{u))(mod (e - I)3).

be a selfof weight
*P be the
is the set

n

n

i=l

We shall usually let the code C be understood and just write A for A(C).
Lemma 5.1. The lattice A contains the following vectors:

Xc= (l(ci){g-e-1))
forceC,
Xj = (l(Ui) + Sijpl(UjV(u)))
for l<j<n,
Xs = (l(Si)(e - e~x)(e2 - e~2))

for S e ¥np,^r5,M/ = 0.

Proof. Since e - e-1 G (e - l)Z[e], Xc satisfies (5.1) with m — 0. For any

d e C, we have
¿/(4)/(Ci)Eï0
i=i

(mod(e-l)2)

since C is self-orthogonal and p = 0 (mod (e - l)p~x) by (2.4). Thus we see

that
n

^2l(di)l(a)(e - e"1) s 0 (mod (e - l)2)
i=i

and

n

Y, l{Ui)l(Ci)(e- e-x) = 0 (mod (e -I)3),
i=i
and thus Xc satisfies (5.2) and (5.3).
Since by (2.4) p e (e - l)p~x, we see that Xj satisfies (5.1) with m — 1. To
show that Xj satisfies (5.2) we need to check that
¿
;=1

l(Ci)(l(Ui) + Sijpl(UjV(u))) = 0 (mod (e - I)2).
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This is clear since C is self-orthogonal and p e (e - l)p x . To show that it
satisfies (5.3) we need to check that

¿/(»,)(/(«,)
;=i

+ Supl(u^(u)))

= -pl(V(u))

(mod (e - l)3).

From the definition of ¥ we have ££., /(w,)2 = 3l(¥(u)). If *F(w)= 0, then
this shows Xj satisfies (5.3) since £?=i '("/)2 = W^M) s ° (mod (e - !)3) •
If ¥(«) # 0, we have p = 3, so /(w,)2 = 1. Thus l(Uj)2yV(u)= ¥(w), so we
have ¿f.j /(w,)2 + S/p^u)) = 3/(¥(M)) + 3/pF(w)) = -3<F(«) (mod (e - l)3).
Since in this case we have m — 1, where m is the constant from (5.1), Xj

satisfies (5.3).
Obviously Xg satisfies (5.1) and (5.2), since (e - e_1)(e2 - e-2) g (e - l)2 .
We have
n

J2 l{u¡)l{Sj)(e- e_1)(e2- e~2) = 0 (mod (e - l)3)
;=1

since S(u) = 0 implies Y!l=il(Ui)l(Si) = 0 (mod (e - l)p_1). Thus Xs satisfies
(5.3). D
Occasionally we use Xt to denote the vector (/(«,)). Thus if *F(m)= 0, we
have Xt = Xj for any j.
We let A' be the set of all v e A such that i is the smallest integer such
that for some j with 1 < j < n, v¡ is a multiple of (e - 1)' but not a multiple
of (e - l)i+x. Thus we have Xs G A2 , Xce A1, and Xj e A0 .
Now we describe some diagonal matrices in AutZ[£](A).

Definition 5.2. Let Ac be the diagonal matrix diag(e"< e').
Lemma 5.2. The matrix Ac is in AutZ[e](A).
Proof. If v e A, then vAc satisfies (5.1) with the same value of m, since
(vAc)i = v¡ (mod (e - 1)). To show that vAc satisfies (5.2) we need to check

that 2X1 l(dt)e*ïie'Vt = 0 (mod (e - l)2) for d e C. We have

¿/(¿,)e"<~V - ¿/(*)«/ + ¿f<*)(«*-,<*- IM
!=1

i=\

s¿/(úf,)v<
/=i

1=1

+ ¿2l{di)l(u-xci)(e - l)vt (mod (< - l)2),
i=i

the last step following from (2.3). Now Y,"=\ l{di)v¡ = 0 (mod (e - l)2) since
v e A, so all that remains to show is that

J^l(dt)i(uflci)(»-iyvtm1i
i=i

(mod(e-l)2).

We have (e - l)v¡ = (s - l)ml(u¡) (mod (e - l)2), so this is congruent to

¿/(rff)/(«rl^)(«
i=i

- l)ml(Ui) = m{ß- l)¿/(rf/)/(Cí)
i=i

(mod (s - I)2).
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Since C is self-orthogonal, we have Y^=\ l(di)l(c¡) = 0 (mod (e - l)p~x), so
the last expression is congruent to 0 and vAc satisfies (5.2).
To show that vAc satisfies (5.3) we must check that X),=i ¡(ui)£Ui c'vi -mpl^V(u)) (mod (e - l)3). Similar to the argument in checking (5.2), we
have

¿/(Mi)e"~H
i=i

- ¿/(«,-)«« + ¿/(M,)(e"<~'c< - l)t>,
i=i
i=i
n

n

m JT l{ut)Vi + Y,Kui)(eu^Cil2)(eu'ic'12 - e-u'icil2)Vi
i=i
i=i

= ¿l(ut)Vi + Y/l(ui)e""c''2l(u-xci/2)(e
i=i
i=i

- £->,(mod(e-

l)3),

with the last equivalence following from (2.1). This last expression is equivalent
to
n

n

J2l(Ui)vt+ l(l/2)J2e"''^2l(Ci)(e - e-x)Vi (mod(e - l)3).
¡■=i
i=i
In the argument that vAc satisfies (5.2) we showed that YH=ie"' c^2l{c¡)v¡ = 0
(mod (e - l)2), so we have
n

1(1/2) ^e"r'C//2/(c,)(e
i=i

- £->,

= 0 (mod (e - I)3).

Since 2~D"=i
l(ui)vi - —mp^iu) (mod (e - I)3) and the value of m in (5.1) is
the same for v and vAc, we see that vAc satisfies (5.3). o

In addition to the diagonal matrices Ac, we get elements of Autz[«](A) from
certain elements of Aut(C). Let Auti(C) be the set of all matrices in Aut(C)
which have each entry equal to ±1. Suppose that B e Auti(C) and B stabilizes (u). Define 1(B), an n x n matrix over Z, by l(B)¡j = (l(B¡j)). It is
clear that if v e A, then vl(B) also is in A, since it satisfies (5.1)—(5.3). Let

Su = (1(B) \ B e AuU(C)).
It is clear that the scalar matrix diag(-l") G AutZ[e](A), and that Au is the
scalar matrix diag(e"). Use Ok to denote the Z-automorphism of A induced
by the ring automorpism of Z[e] defined by e >->ek .

Definition 5.3. We define M(K) = (Ac,l(B)_, diag(-l") \c eC,B e_S) and
M*(A) = (M(N),ak | fe G Fx). Also let M (A) = M(A)/(AU) and M*(A) =
M*(A)/(AU).
It is easy to see that M (A) s 2 x C:S and M*(A) s 2 x C:S:(p - 1).
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The homomorphism <p.
Definition 5.4. We let Xb e A be the element of A + (e - 1)A represented by
any of the vectors
(/(M;-1)(e - e_I)(e2

- e"2)(e4

- e-4)on ¡, Oeisewhere).

Recall that in Chapter 4 we defined the twisting map for xt to be the map
y~xd~x, where d is a fixed element of R such that $9 = $^. The group
R is isomorphic to Hom(C,Fp).
We identify ¥np/C with Hom(C,Fp) by
letting S = (St) e ¥p correspond to the map c i-> Y!¡=\ ^¡ci ■ Since C is selforthogonal, C is in the kernel of this map from ¥p —►
Hom(C, ¥p). Now let
dj be the element of R whose corresponding coset in F£/C contains
(Uj

x (M)on j', "elsewhere).

Then dd~x e Ro, so we may view it as an element of N. Now we let x¡ —

Xtddf1 (so Xj = x, if ¥(u) = 0).
Definition 5.5. We define the map <f>
: goo -> A/(e - 1)A by

<¡>(0^)
= -Xb + A/(e-l)A;

<j>(S)
= l(8)Xs+A/(e-l)A;

ó(oo) = l**m- VWf))h + A/(e- 1)A if p = 3,
91 /; \-/(128)^(/)+A/(e-l)A
(/>(x;)= /(256)A; + A/(e-l)A

ifp>3;

and extend by linearity to get the value of </>on those elements of Qx not
mentioned explicitly.

Since the intersection of any pair of the subgroups

(0^), (S\SeR0),

(ooflfeL),

and (Xj)

is the identity and <f>takes the identity of g^ to 0 G A/(e - 1)A, <f>is well
defined.
Lemma 5.3. The map 4> is a group homomorphism.
Proof. This amounts to checking that <f>(Se)= (¡)(S) + 4>(e) for S, e G Ro
and (¡>(oofOOg)= <t>(oof)+ (t>(oog). For the first of these we need to show that
Xs + (e - 1)A is independent of the representative chosen for S in F£ . Thus we
need to show that if ce C, then v = (e-e~x)(e2 -e~2)(l(c¡)) e (e- 1)A. This

is easy to verify since (e - s~l)(l(c¡)) e A. Then it is clear that for 3, e € Ro,
we have <f>(S)
+ <f>(e)
= X¿+ Xe= X¿€(mod (e - 1)A), and X¿e= 4>(Se).
Next we check that (j)(oofOog) = 0(oo/) + 4>(oog)■ If P > 3 we have x^c) = 0
for all c e C, and p e (e - l)4, so the vector (pon,, 0eisewhere)is a multiple of

(e - l)Xb and so lies in (e - 1)A. Thus clearly

(l(Cl)(e - e~x)) + {l(dt)(e - e~1)) = (l(* + d¡){e - s~x))

(mod (e - 1)A).
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Thus we have
(ß(oCfOOg) =(f)(0Ofg0C{[f/2}g])

= -l(l/l2S)XK{fg)
= -l(l/l28)X!t{f)-l(l/l28)X7i{g)
= <t>(00f)+(f>(00g)

as required.
When p = 3, we find that
(¡>(oof)+ (p(oog) = Xn(f) - V{f)Xb + Xn{g)- xV(g)Xb

= («* - e~f>)+ (eg' - «"*) - (¥(/) + ¥(s))A6
= (e^ - e-^ + eg/ - e_g' - e^i+gi+ e~f'~gi)

+ («** - e->!-») - (¥(/) + V(g))Xb.
Now by Lemma 2.10 we have
efi _ 8-/¡ + eg¡ _ e-* _ g/i+ft + c-//-ft
= -/<«(/<

+ ft)((c - e-')(e2 - e-2)(e4 - e"4)) (mod (e - l)4).

Since p = 3, we have w, = ujl,

so

((« - e_1)(e2 - e_2)(e4 - e_4)on,,

0eiSewhere)= Mi

= uJxXb,

and so we get

(c* _ g-/» + eg<- e-m - efi+gi+ ,-/»-») + («/«+• - e-fi-gi) - (¥(/) + V(g))Xb

= (ef,+Si- e-f'-*) - ¿ u-xfigi(fi + gi)Xb- (¥(/) + V{g))h
,=i

- ^(fg) _ ^ifg)h,
and this is equal to 4>(oofg). o
Next we show that <f>is an isometry from Q00/Z(Qao) to A/(e - 1)A. The
form on Q0o/Z(Q00) is the alternating form given by the commutator map.
Now A has a natural bilinear form given by (v, w) — jy¡=i u¡^7, where _
denotes complex conjugation.

Lemma 5.4. The image of the bilinear form (,) is (e - l)3Z[e].
Proof. Obviously (Xb, Xj) e(e- l)3Z[e] \ (e - l)4Z[e], so the image of the form
contains (e - l)3Z[e]. Now we want to show that (X, p) lies in (e - l)3Z[e]

for X, p e A. Suppose that X e A0. Then by (5.1), we may write X =
rXj + X' for some r e Z and X' e A' with i > 1. Then (X, p) = r(X¡, p) +
(X', p). Now the definition of Xj and (5.3) imply that (Xj, p) e (e - l)3,

since {Xj,p) = ¿J-, l(um + pl(UjV(u))p] = -mpl(V(u)) + mpl(u))l(V(u)),
where p¡ = ml(u¡) (mod (e - 1)). (Recall that if x*(m)/ 0, then p = 3,
so l(Uj)2 = 1.) Thus we need to show that (X', p) e (e - l)3Z[e]. We may
write X' = Xc+ X" with X" e A' and i > 2. If p e A°, we may write
p = mXj + p' with p' G A' and i > 1. Now (X1,p) = (Xc, mXj) + (Xc, p') +
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(X", mXj) + (X", p'). Now by (2.4) and (5.3), (Xc, mXj) and (X", mXf) are in
(e - l)3Z[e]. Since X" e A' for i > 2 and p' e A> for j > 1, it is clear that
(X", p') G (e - l)3Z[e]. By (5.2), (Xc, p') lies in (e - l)3Z[e]. This proves the
lemma, a
Thus the induced form on A/(e - 1)A has values in (e - l)3Z[e]/
(e - l)4Z[e] = Fp . This form is alternating since (w, v) — (v , w) and
(e- l)3 s (e~x - l)3 = (1 - e)3

and (l-e)3

(mod (e - l)4Z[e]),

= -(e-l)3.

Lemma 5.5. The map 4> is an isometry from Q00/Z(Q00) to A/(e - 1)A.
Proof. We need to show that for q, r e goo , we have

where (<j>(q),<j>(r))is viewed as an element of ¥p under some fixed map
(e-l)3Z[e]/(e-l)4Z[e]^¥p.

Then we have 10 cases to consider: <f>(q)e A' and <j>(r)e AJ for 0 < i < 3

and 0 < j < i.
First we do the cases where the form vanishes.
We have (Xb, v) = 0 unless v e A°, since obviously the value of the form
here lies in (e - l)4Z[e]. We also have [0¿, 0¿] = [0^, S] = [(L¿, ce/] = 1 =

oo? , using (4.5) and (4.6).
As above we have (Xg,v) = 0 unless v e A0 or A1 . We also have that

(Xê, Xj) = (e- e~x)(e2 - e~2) £Li /(*«)/("«), and E"=, /(<?/)/(««)G (e - l)2 , so
(Xs, Xj) = 0. For the corresponding relations in goo we have [S, e] = 1 since
S and e are elements of an abelian group, and [S, xt] = 1 by (4.21).
We have
n

{XfiXg)= -(E-e-x)2YJKfi)l{gi),
i=i
and 2X1 KfùKgi) g (e - l)2, so (Xf, Xg)= 0. We also have that

(Xf,Xj)= (e- e-x)J2Kfi)l(Ui)+ («- e-x)pl(fj)l(UjV(u)).
1=1

Now J2t\ KfùKui) e (e - l)4 if p > 3, so in that case we have (Xf, Xj) = 0.
If p — 3, then (Xf, Xj) may not always be 0, and we determine its value
below along with the other nonzero values of the form. For the corresponding
relations in gœ we get [00/, oo^] = 1 from (4.3), and when p > 3, [00f, xt] =

ooT '

= 1 from (4.23), since d is trivial if p > 3 .

Finally, we have (Xj, Xj) = 0 since the form on A/(e - 1)A is alternating. Thus the only possible pairs for which the form is nonzero are (Xb,Xj),

(Xs, Xf), and (Xf, Xj) when p = 3. If p = 3, then by (4.23), (4.6), and the
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definition of xy, we see that [00/, Xj] = 00T jUj (M). We have

Woof), 4>{xj))= (XK(f),Xj) - l(V(f))(Xb, Xj)
= (e - e~x) ¿

/(/,)/(«,) + 3(e - e-x)l(fj)l(Uj)l(V(u))

1=1

- l(V(f))(e - e-x)(e2 - e~2)(e4 - e~4).

Now ELi Kfi)l(Ui)= ELi Kfi?Ku-x)= 3/W)), and (e - e~x)(e2
- e~2)
• (e4 - e~4) = 3(e - e_1), so

(e- «-»)¿ /(/()/(«,)+ 3(8- «"Wi^W«))
1=1

- /(¥(/))(«

- e-»)(e2 - £-2)(e4 - e~4)

= (e - e-')3/(T(/)) + 3(e- g-l)l(fj)l(uj)imu)) - l(V(f))3(e ~ O
= 3(e-e-x)l(fj)l(Uj)imu)).
Thus we have
[oof, Xj]=oc~, 'u'

(5.4)

and

*
Moo/), </>{xj))
=(e - l)3l(fj)l(Uj)l(V(u)).

For any p > 3 we have
(A6, Xj) = (e- e-x)(s2 - e"2)(e4 - e~4) = /(64)(e - l)3,

and

(Xs, Xf) = -(e - e~x)2(e2- e~2) ¿ l(St)l(f) = -/(16)(e - l)3l(S(n(f)).
1=1

We also have [0¿, Xj] = ecu by (4.23) and [S, 00/] = oo~S(n{f))by (4.6). Thus

by applying the definition of <f>we have
[0^, Xj] =ccy

and

' ),<l>(Xj))=l(26)l(2-J)(e-l)3,
and also

(5.6)

[S,o0f]=o0-ó{n{f)]

and

t
(<t>(S),ftoof)) = - /(24)/(29)(e - l)3l(S(n(f)))-

By looking at (5.4)-(5.6) we see that if we identify

(ecu) with ¥p by sending

ecu to /(213)(e - l)3 (mod (e - l)4Z[e]), then 4> is an isometry.

D

The following series of lemmas will be used to compare the action of the
matrices Ac on A/(e - 1)A with the action of the maps 0/ on Q0o/Z(Q00).

Lemma 5.6. XgAc= XS+ (l/8)l(S(c))Xb (mod (e - 1)A).
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Proof We have
XgAc= (e - e~x)(e2 - e-2)(e"T]«l(Si))
= Xg+ (e- e-x)(e2 - E-2)((e""c- - l)l(S¡)).

By (2.3) e"<~'c'- 1 = l(u~xCi)(e - 1) (mod (e - l)2), so this is congruent to

Xg+ (e- e~x)(e2 - e-2)(1(u~xa)(e - l)l(ôt)).
Now
(/(«-')(£

- e~x)(e2 - e~2)(e - l)on ,, 0eisewhere)= /(1/8)A6

(mod (e - 1)A)

since e - 1 = /(l/8)(e4 - e~4) (mod e - 1). Thus
n

XgAc= Xg+ 1(1/8)Y,Wi)l(Ci)Xb= Xg+ l(l/8)l(S(c))Xb,
1=1

proving the Lemma.

D

Lemma 5.7. XdAc= Xd- l(l/8)Xc.d - I(l/I28)(c,

c, d)Xb.

Proof. We have XdAc = (eu~lc'l(d¡)(e - e~x)) = Xd + ((e"7'c< - 1)/(</,-)(«- e-1)).
By (2.3) we may replace e"- c>- 1 with

l(u-xa)(e - 1) + l(l/64)l(u-xci(u-xci

- l))(e2 - £-2)(e4 - e"4).

Doing this, we have
XdAc= Xd + {l(ujxctdj(e - l)(e - e~x))
+ l(l/64){l(u-xcidi)(u-xci

- l)(e2 - e~2)(e4 - e~4)(e - e~x)).

Now (l(ujxddi)(e - l)(e - e"1)) = -l(l/8)Xc.d , and
l(l/64)(u-xcidi(u-xci

- 1)(« - e~x)(e2 - e~2)(e4 - s~4))

= l(l/64)(u-xCidiU-xCi(E

- l(l/64)(u-xCidi(e

= -/( 1/128) í -2¿

- e~x)(e2 - e~2)(e4 - e~4))

- e~x)(e2 - e~2)(e4 - e~4))

urlctCidi) Xb+ (e4 - e-4)l(l/l28)Xc.d

Thus we have XdAc= Xd - l(l/8)Xc.d - I(l/I28)(c,
lemma. D

(mod(e- 1)A).
c, d)Xb , which proves the

Lemma 5.8. If p > 3 we have

XjAc= Xj+ (l/2)Xe - l(l/32)Xc.c- l(l/256)l(V(c))Xb;
and if p = 3 we have
XjAc = Xj - Xc + Xc.c- /(m;c;x'(m))A¿.
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Proof First suppose that p > 3, so we have x'(m) = 0 and Xj = Xt. We
compute

XtAc= (euTic'l(Ui))

= A,+ ((£"'"<' -l)/(M,))
= Xt + (eu7i^2(e"7'c¡/2 _ g-"7l«/*)l{u,))

= Xt + (e«rV2(a - e-1)/(M-1c,/2)/(M,))
+ (e"r'c'/2/(M¡)(e"'"'^2 _ l(u-xcj/2)e + l(uTlCi/2)&-1 - e""'""'^/2))
= A, + /(l/2)Ac^(i/2)c

+ (e"rlc'/2/(M;)(e"r'^/2 - l(u-xCj/2)e + l(uTxCi/2)e-x - e-"."'c</2)).

Now by (2.2) we have that
e«,-'^2 _ l(u-xCj/2)e + l(u-xa/2)e-x

- «-«T1«/2

= -l(l/3)l(u-xCi/2)(l

- (u-xCi/2)2)(e - I)3 (mod (e - l)4Z[e])

= -/(l/3)/(M-1c,/2)(l

- (u-xCi/2)2)l(l/64)(e

- e-')(e2 - e-2)(e4 - e"4).

Thus we find that the vector

(e*rl«/2/(M/)(e*rV2 _ i(U7xa/2)e + l(u-xd/2)e-x

- e'"'1^2))

= -¿/(M,)/(l/3)/(c;/2)/(l/64)Afc
i=i
+ ¿/(M,)/(l/3)/(Q/2)/(M-2c2/4)/(l/64)Afc
¡=i

= ¿/(l/8)/(l/64)/(l/3)/(M-1c3)A¿)
i=i

= -l(l/lQ24)l(xV(c))Xb (mod (e - 1)A).
Since the previous lemma shows that

l{l/2)XcA{l/2)cm l(l/2)Xc - l(l/32)Xc • c - I(l/I024)(c, c, c)Xb,
and since (c, c, c) —3*¥(c), we get

X,Ac=Xt + (l/2)XcA{l/2)c- l(l/l024)V(c)Xb
= X,+ (1/2)AC- /(l/32)Ac • c - I(l/I024)((c, c,c) + V{c))Xb
= Xt+ (1/2)AC- /(l/32)Ac • c - l(l/256)(V(c))Xb.
This proves the result when p > 3.
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If p = 3, then

XjAc= h + («"'"'*- 1)4/
= A; + ((e"»""1«- 1)/(M,)) + ((^'°

- l)3/(M^(M))on;,

Oeisewhere)

= A; + (e"r1^/2(e»r1^/2 - e-u^Ct'2)l(Ui))
+ (e"7'^2(eu7i^2

- e-*7'<j'2)3l(ujV(u))oaj,

Oeisewhere).

Now from (2.2) we have
gu7ic,/2 _ /(M-ic,./2)e + l(u7lCi/2)e~x - e-"7'c'/2 = 0,

and since p — 3 we have 1(1/2) = -1 (mod 3), so we may rewrite this expression as
= Xj + {E-u7l^(l(-u;xCl)e
+ (e-"7lc>(e-"i'c>

- l(-u-xCi)e-x)l(Ui))

-eu7ic')3l(UjV(u))onj,

0elsewhere)

= Xj + {e-"7l':'l(-ci)(e-e-x))
+ {l(-UjCj)(e

- e-X)3l(UjX¥(u))onj

, 0eisewhere)

= Xj + X-cA-c - /(c;«j^'(m))A¿.
By Lemma 5.7 we have X-CA-C = A_c + Xc.c and it is clear that A_c = -Xc, so
we have

XjAc = Xj -Xc + Xc.c- l(CjUj*V(u))Xb
when p = 3 . This finishes the proof. D
Now we need to restate some of the relations for elements of N.

Lemma 5.9. The following relations hold in N^:
(5.7)

S°f = S0-S{n{f)).

(5.8)

0°' = 0¿.

<5-9)

°°g' = ™tff.g™ïf,g,g]0ïf,f,gY

(5.10)

x°tf= xílJ(Bt/»2r/oo¿/f/Ioo7I97t1/.

Proof. Equation (5.7) follows directly from (4.6), and (5.8) follows from (4.3).
For (5.9) we want to find 07'oogO/. By (4.3) we know that ijx = if-¡ .
Then (4.5) implies that
oCg-iOf-^ocgOf = [oo,-, , 0/-i] = fl2f,g^7f\g,g^7f\f!gV

Thus 071ooi0/ = <x>gïïf,g<x>7f\gtg-p7f\ftg]
■
For (5.10) we want to find Q~fxxtQf. We have x^'O/X, = lfr,d{n{f)) by

(4.23), so we have x^'O/x,

= \-fx\9^

. Thus, QiJlxfif = x,ljxld/{f))Of.
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Now by (4.16) we have
1/ = rifjfoofOf2¥-i,
so

IJ1 =2¥f0jlooJlT¡f)f.
Now we get

i71°/= V)7loo7V/0/
= 2^071oo710/f7/j/0[71/yi
= 2vAf,f,f]ooif,f,firif2fooflrif,f0ïf\f,f]

= 2¥,/oOj/>/>/jOO/

tjj-j.

Thus we have

071xíO/= xíi71i^o/
— x,i,

which shows that (5.10) is true.

LyfoOyj^oOf

rjj-j,

D

Lemma 5.10. The action of 0/ on Q0C/Z(Q00) is related to the action of An{j)

on A/(e - 1)A by

(5.11)

4>{q0')= <Kq)A*W forqeAx.

Proof. The map 0/ acts trivially on 0¿, and Ac acts trivially on Xb+ (e - 1)A,
so

4>{0°p
= <K0f)Ax(f).
By (5.7) we have S°f = ¿07,(*(/)), so

<j>(S°f)
= l(8)Xg+ S(n(f))Xb.
Now <f>(S)
= l(8)Xg and by Lemma 5.6 we have

l(8)XgAn(f)= l(8)Xg+ S(n(f))Xb,
so <j>(S°f)= <¡>{6)A*[f)
■
By (5.9) we have œgf = oogflf,gOo¡f\g,gfi7f\ftg], so

,,

of) = í-/(128)A„(í) + /(16)A/)g+ (n(f), n(f), K(g))Xb ifp>3,

n

8>

\Xnig)-^(n(g))Xb+Xf,g

+ (7i(f),7z(f),7t (g))Xb ifp = 3.

Now 4>(oog)= -l(l28)Xn(g) if p > 3 and 4>(oog)= X„(g)- x¥(n(g))Xb if p = 3
By Lemma 5.7, if p > 3 we have

-l28XJ[ig)An{f)= -128A«(i) + 16A/,, + (n(f), n(f), n(g))Xb
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and if p = 3 we have
(XK(g)- V(7l(g))Xb)An{f) = XK{g)+Xf>g + (71(f) , 71(f) , K(g))Xb - V{7C{g))Xb.

Thus 4>(oog) = (j>(oog)An(

By (5.10) we have x°/ = xjluJfj,vlu)2¥foo7f\f,n°°JlV^f,

so

ó(x°f\ m i^(256)A;+ l(l28)Xn(f)- l(8)Xfj - l(V(n(f)))h

if P > 3,

9{ j '

if p = 3.

\ Xj - Xn{f)+ Xfj - l(UjfjV(u))Xb

Now <f>(Xj)
= l(256)Xj, and by Lemma 5.7 we have

256XjAn{/)
= 256Xj+ HSA^/, - 8XJi{f).n(f)
- l(V(n(f)))h
when p > 3 and

^JAn{f)= ^) - K{f) + ^n{f)-it(f)
- /(";//^*(")Mi
when p - 3. Thus <t>(Xjf)= <ß(Xj)A1t(f).The elements 0¿, <5, oo/, and Xj
generate g^ , and we have shown that (5.11) is true for these elements, so it
must be true for all elements of goo • □

Lemma 5.11. Let xh e N with h - (£ °k), and let ak be the Z-automorphism
of A given by the ring automorphism e >->ek of Z[e]. Then for q e goo we
have <t>(qXh)
— <l>(q)0k■
Proof. From Lemma 4.16 we have

0** = 0jf,

Sx*=Sk2,

oo**= oo^2),

and

Now suppose that A = (e - l)j(l(Wi)) for some weFJ.

xx" = xt.
Then

Xak = (ek - l)j(l(Wj)) = kj(e - l)jX (mod (e - 1)A).
The vectors Xb, Xg, Xc, and A; are all of this form, with j = 3, 2, 1, and 0
respectively. Thus we have
Xbak = k Xb,

Xgok= k Xg,

Xcak= kXc,

and

Xtok = Xt.

Now comparing the action of ak on <f>(q)with <j)(qXh)we see that <f>(qXh)
=
<t>(q)(Tk. D

Lemma 5.12. Let xh e N with h = (¿ °b). Then for q e Qx we have <£(#■**)
=

l(b)<f>(q).
Proof. From Lemma 4.16 we have

<$=°£'

àx"=Sb,

This proves the lemma.

oof = 00$*»,,

and

xf" = xf.

G

Lemma 5.13. Le/ a e S. Then for q e goo we /zave 0(^Q) = <f>(q)l(a).
Proof. From (4.5) we have 02 = 0¿ and oo? = oo/a(6). Since a fixes «, we

have Xbl(a) = Xb. Thus </>(0°p= <j)(0¿)l(a). It is clear that Xgl(a) = Xg.,
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so 4>(Sa) = l(l/8)XSa = ¡(l/8)Xgl(a).
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It is also clear that Xcl(a) = Ac«, so

<j)(ooaf)
= -l(l/l28)Xfa = -/(l/128)A//(a)

if p > 3. If p = 3, then (f>(œaf)
=

Xf« - x¥(7i(fa))Xb = Xfl(a) - x¥(n(f))Xb . Finally, since a fixes u, we have
xj" = Xja and Xjl(a) = Xj«. This proves the lemma. D

Definition 5.6. Let Mx = (goo , 0/, S, xh \ f e L, h = (¿_°), h « ß 2)).
Theorem 5.14. Moo/goo
Moo/Qoo modules.

-

Af*(A),

a«*/ i/ze map

<?!>is an isomorphism

of

Proof. First, define F : M^/Q^ -» AT (A) by
F(xA) = diag(-l")

for/i=(01_°1),

F(0/) = ^(/),
F(a) = /(a),

F(xA)= ^

forA=(J

iy

Now Lemmas 5.10, 5.11, 5.12, and 5.13 imply that for q e goo and g e
(Xh,0f,Xh)

we have

(5.12)
<t>(qg)
= (¡>(q)F(g).
This shows that the quotients of M^/Q^ and M*(A) by the kernel of the
action on Q00/Z(Q00) and A/(e - 1)A, respectively, are isomorphic.
kernel of the action of A/oo/goo on Q00/Z(Q00)

The

is (0$)(öoo), and the kernel

of the action of M*(A) on A/(e - 1)A is (diag(en)). Thus MZ/Q^ * M*(A),
and it is clear from (5.12) that <f>is an isomorphism of Moo/goo modules.

D

Let x_i denote the element of X that corresponds to the element of
<7L(2, p) with matrix (~¿_°). It follows from (4.2) that all twisting maps for
x_i are trivial. Thus x_i has the same action on standard luples as the map
e_i : L —►
L, which is a loop automorphism. (See Lemma 3.2 and Definition

3.10.)
Examples. We use AutZ[£](A) to denote the group of semilinear automorphisms
of A, that is, the group generated by Autz¡£](A) and the ring automorphisms
ak.

Definition 5.7. Let Mon (A) be the set of monomial matrices in AutZ[e](A),
and let Mon*(A) be the group (Mon(A), ak \ k e Fx). Also let Mon(A) =
Mon(A)/(^u) and Mon*(A) = Mon*(A)/(^u).
When C is the ternary Golay code, the pentacode, or the heptacode, we
show that Aoo/goo is isomorphic to Mon*(A). Theorem 5.14 shows this is
true for the respective subgroups A/oo/goo and M*(A), and these groups have

shape 2 xJC.S : (p - 1). Now in Theorem 4.17 we showed that N~Z/QZ Oí
(p - 1) x C:S:(p - 1). Thus we need to show that there exists a subgroup of
Mon* (A) oforderp-1
which commutes with M*(A) and that this subgroup
along with Af*(A) generates Mon* (A).
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Theorem 5.15. Let C be the ternary Golay code. Then A^/goo

is isomorphic

to Mon (A).
Proof. Theorem 5.14 shows that A^/goo < M*(A), since in this case p - 1 = 2
and A/oo = A^ . By [16], AutZre](A) is a group of shape 6Suz : 2. The
intersection of Af(A) with 6Suz:2 is a group of shape 2 x 36A/n , and by
[24] this is a maximal subgroup of 6Suz : 2. Then it follows from [16] that
Af*(A) = Mon* (A), so we have A^o/goo —Mon (A). d

We call the elements of Su < Aut(C) which act as a scalar on C disappearing automorphisms. When C is the pentacode or the heptacode, it turns out
that there are elements Xf¡ which have the same matrices in their action on
A/(e - 1)A as disappearing automorphisms of C have in their action on F£ .
Thus the elements xb can be viewed as "reappearing" automorphisms. Now
both the pentacode and the heptacode have disappearing automorphisms, but
only the heptacode has disappearing automorphisms which are permutations.
All elements of Su give rise to loop automorphisms, but if a acts nontrivially
on (u), it may not be the case that the action of a on Qoa/Z(Q00) is the
same as the action of 1(a) on A/(e - 1)A. This motivates the definition of the
following subgroups, which we eventually show are subgroups of the Monster.

Definition 5.8. Let N3 be the group N/K which results from the construction
of §4 when C is the ternary Golay code, and let A5 be the group N/K when
C is the pentacode. When C is the heptacode, let A7?be the subgroup of N
of index 3 gotten by omitting the elements of S from the set of generators, and

let N^N-j/K.
As it turns out, we could also have taken A7 to be the subgroup of N gotten
by omitting the generators xb for h e Ot,(GL(2, 1)).

Lemma 5.16. Let C be the pentacode, and let A = A(C). Let xb e N5 where
h = (~¿ 2) e Aut( V), and let B be the automorphism of A with matrix
(_° ¿i ® (-1 o') © (-1 0) ■ Then for qeQx
we have (¡>(qx*)
= 4>(q)B.

Proof. First, we remark that xb is twisted by the map k(-2) :(a,c)*-+ (-2a, c)
since det(A) = -2. Then from Lemma 4.16 we find that
0^=0^,

SX>=S~2,

oox/ = oo2K(_2),

and

xx" = x,"2.

Now we determine the action of B on the elements of A. If we take
((e - e-')(e2 - e-2)(e4 - e"4), 0, 0,0,0,0)
as a representative of Xb, then we see that we may take

(0, (e - e-'Xe2 - e"2)(e4 - e'4) ,0,0,0,0)
as a representative for XbB. Now Xb also has
(0, -2(e - e~x)(e2 - e~2)(e4 - e~4), 0,0,0,0)
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as a representative, so we see that XbB = 2Xb. Now any vector of the form Xg
is congruent to a vector in the span of
A1>3= (e-e-1)(e2-e~2)(l,

0, -1,0,

0, 0)

and

Ai,s = (e - e-'Xe2 - e"2)(l ,0,0,0,-1,0).
We compute that A13Í? has as a representative the vector

(£_e-i)(e2_e-2)(0,

1,0,-1,0,0);

and since (2, 1, -2, -1, 0, 0) G C, we see that AipiB is also represented by

-2Ai,3 = (e-e-1)(e2-e-2)(-2,

0, 2, 0, 0, 0).

A similar calculation holds for A15, so we see that XgB = -2Xg . Any vector
of the form Xc is congruent to a vector in the span of
Aa = ((e -fi"1),

-2(e-e-1),-(e-e-1),2(e-6-^,0,0)

Xd = ((e - e-1), -2(e - g-'),

and

0, 0, -(e - e-1), 2(e - e"1)).

We compute that XaB has as a representative the vector
(2(e-e-1),(e-e-1),-2(e-£-1),-(e-e-1),0,0)

and this is the vector 2Aa. A similar calculation holds for Xd, so we see that
XCB= 2AC. We have A, = ( 1, 2, 1,2, 1,2), and we see that

XtB = {-2, 1,-2,1,-2,

1) = -2A6.

Now comparing the action of B on (j>(q) with <j>(qXh)
we see that the Lemma
is true. D
Theorem 5.17. When C = &, the group Aœ/goo

is isomorphic to Mon* (A).

Proof. By Theorem 5.14 and Lemma 5.16, N^/Q^ is isomorphic to the image
in Mon* (A) of the subgroup (M*(A),B) of Autz[e](A). By [17], AutZ[e](A)
is a group of shape (5 x 2HJ) : 4. The intersection of the group (Af*(A), B)
with the subgroup 2HJ < Autz[ej(A) is a group of shape 52 : (4 x 53), and by
[6] this is a maximal subgroup of 2HJ. Since (Af*(A), B) also contains the
scalar diag(e6) and the ring automorphism e >->e2, (M*(A), B) is maximal in
Aut*7[ej(A). Now by [ 17], AutZre](A) contains elements which are not monomial,

so (Af*(A),B) = Mon*(A). Thus N^/QZ s Mon*(A). □
Lemma 5.18. Let C be the heptacode, and let A = A(C). Let x¡, e N7 where
h = (0 2) e Aut(K), and let B be the automorphism of A with matrix

(I
0
0
\0

0 0
0 0
10
0 1

0 \
1
0'
0 /

Then for q e goo we have 4>(qXh)= <j>(q)B.
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Proof In this case, xb is twisted by the map k: (a,c)

h» (4a, c) since det(/z) =

4. Then we find that

°¿ = °¿.

s*h - ¿4.

°°/ = °°/".

and xf* = x,.

Now we determine the action of B on the elements of A. If we take
((• - e-'Xe2 - e"2)(e4 - e"4), 0, 0, 0)
as a representative of Xb, it is obvious that XbB = Xb. Any vector of the form
Xg is in the span of
A2>3= (e-e-1)(e2-e-2)(0,

1,-1,0).

We compute that A2,3.ß has as a representative the vector
(e-e-1)(e2-e-2)(0,

-1, 0, 1);

and since

(0,-1,0,

1)-(0,4,-4,0)

= (0,2,4,1)gC,

we see that A2,%B is also represented by
4A2,3 = (e-e-')(e2-e-2)(0,4,-4,0).

Thus XgB = 4Xg. Any vector of the form Xc is in the span of the vector

Aa= (e-e-')(0,

1,2,4).

We compute that XaB has as a representative the vector

(•-0(0,2,4,1),
and this is the vector 2Aa . We have Xt = (5, 1, 1, 1), and clearly

XtB= {5, 1,1, l) = At.
Now comparing the action of B on <j>(q)with <j)(qXh)we see that the Lemma
is true. D
The next lemma determines Aut*7[£i(A)when C is the heptacode.

Theorem 5.19. // C is the heptacode, Aut*,[£](A)^7x3x257.
Proof. Let s = e + e2 + e4, let n = e3 + e5 + e6 , and let Q = s-n.

We remark

that 6 G (e - l)3. Lemma 5.2 and the definition of 1(B) for B e Aut(X)
show that the matrices B from Lemma 5.18 and C = diag(l, e, e2, e4) are
contained in AutZ[C](A). Next we check that the matrix

-è

í-s2
1
1

1 1 1\
n s s
s n s

\ 1

s s n J

is in AutZ[£](A) by checking that Av satisfies (5.1)—(5.3). We will use the
substitution s2 = s + 2n a number of times.
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First we check that vA satisfies (5.1). We suppose that

vi = -2m

for ¿ = 2,3,4.
first see that

(mod (e - 1)) and

v¡ = m

(mod (e - 1))

We also assume that £<Li l{Ui)vt = k& (mod (e - l)4). We

(vA)i = (l/e)(-s2v{

+v2 + v3 + v4)

= (l/0)((-2üi

+ v2 + v3 + v4) + (2 - s - 2n)vy)

= (l/Q){(-2vl

+v2 + v3 + v4)- (3s + 4n)vi)

= (l/e)((-2v1+v2

+ v3 + v4)-(3e

+ 7n)vl)

= k - m (mod (e - I)).
We also have
(vA)2 = (l/Q)(vi

= (l/S)((vi

+ nv2 + sv3 + sv4)

+ 3v2 + 3v3 + 3v4) + (n- 3)v2 + (s - 3)v2 + (s - 3)v2).

Now n - 3 = 4n + 3s = 36 + In and s - 3 = 45 + 3« = -38 + Is, so we can
rewrite this expression as
( 1/O) ((vi + 3v2 + 3v2 + 3v4) + 3&(v2 -Vi~v4)

+ l(nv2 + sv3 + sv4))

= 3k - 3m (mod (e - 1)).
Similarly, we find that (vA)-¡ = (vA)4 = 3k - 3m (mod (e - 1)). This shows
that vA satisfies (5.1).
To see that vA satisfies (5.3) we need to check that
-2(tM)i

+ (vA)2 + (vA)3 + (vA)4 e(e-

l)3.

Now we expand this to get
- 2(u^)i + (vA)2 + (vA)3 + (vA)4
= ( 1/Q)(-2(-s2Vi

+ v2 + v3 + v4) + (vi + nv2 + sv3 + sv4)

+ (v\ + sv2 + nv3 + sv4) + (v\ + sv2 + sv3 + nv4))

= (l/e)((2s + 4n + 3)«i + (25 + n-2)v2
+ (2s + n- 2)v3 + (2s + n- 2)v4)
= ( l/eX-Ovi + (-36 + ls)(v2 + v3 + v4)
= -Vi - 3v2 - 3v3 - 3v4 - Q(v2 + v3 + v4).

The last expression is in (e - l)3, as -i>i - 3v2 - 3v3 - 3v4 is in (e - l)3 by

(5.3) since v e A.
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Finally, to show that vA satisfies (5.2) we need only check that (vA)2 +
2(vA)3 + 4(vA)4 is in (e - l)2 . Now we have
(vA)2 + 2(vA)3 + 4(vA)4
= (l/6)((t>i

+ nv2+sv3

+sv4)

+ 2(v\ + sv2 + nv3 + sv4) + 4(v\ + sv2 + sv3 + nv4))

= (l/6)(7vi
= (l/6)(«

+ (n + 6s)v2 + (2n + 5s)v3 + (4n + 3s)v4)
- s)(v2 + 2v3 + 4v4) (mod (e - l)2)

= -v2 - 2v3 - 4v4 = 0 (mod (e - l)2)

since v e A satisfies (5.2). Thus vA satisfies (5. l)-(5.3) and so is in AutZ[£](A).
Now by Lemma 2.11, A, B, and C generate a group isomorphic to 2^7,
and the image of this group in PSL(4, C) is a maximal finite subgroup of
PSL(4, C). We just showed that A , B, and C are in AutZr£](A), and obviously AutZ[£](A) contains the scalars, so AutZ[£](A) = 7 x 2A1. Now the
automorphism cr_i normalizes the cyclic group generated by each of these matrices. Furthermore, since D°-> = D~x and no element of 2A^ inverts D, we
have (2Aj, <r_1)= 257 • Now Lemma 5.18 implies that a2 has exactly the same
action on A as B, so a4B has order 3, acts trivially on A, and commutes with

257. Thus AutZ[£](A)s 7 x 3 x 2SV. D
Theorem 5.20. When C = %?, the group A^oo/goo is isomorphic to Mon (A).
Proof. By Theorem

5.14 and Lemma 5.18, Afoo/goo is isomorphic

group Af*(A) = (diag(-l4),

to the sub-

C, a3) of Mon (A). These groups both have

shape 2x7:6.
Furthermore, from Lemma 5.18 we find that e^i? commutes with Af*(A), and from Lemma 4.16 the element xb commutes with
A/oo/goo for h — (¿ 2) • Since a4B and xh both have order 3, this proves that

ÑZIQZ = {Moo,xh)/QZ = (diag(-l4), B, C, a3). Now (diag(-l4), B, C)
is a maximal subgroup of 2^7, since it is the normalizer of an element of
order 7. Since AutZ[£](A) contains the element A which is not monomial,

we find that Mon(A) = (diag(e4), diag(-l4), B, C,).
Hence Mon* (A) =
(diag(e4), diag(-14), B, C, a3) and so we find that ÑZ/OZ = Moñ*(A). □
If C is the ternary Golay code or the pentacode, then Theorem 5.14 and
Lemma 5.16 show that A'oo/goo acts on Q0o/Z(Q00) as Mon (A) acts on
A/(e - 1)A, and that </>may be viewed as an isomorphism of A'oo/goo mod-

ules. This is not true when C is the heptacode. In that case, the element
a4B acts trivially on A/(e - 1)A, while xb with h = (¿ °) acts as the scalar
diag(24) on Q00/Z(Q00). If we replace A by (e - e~x)(e2 - e~2)A, then a4B
acts on A/(e - 1)A as the scalar diag(24), and the corresponding map 4>is an
isomorphism

of A'oo/goo modules.
6. REPRESENTATIONS OF A«,

The goal of this section is to show that the subgroup A^ of A3 is a subgroup of the Monster. The subtlety involved in this is indicated by the fact
that it turns out that the subgroup of the Monster of shape 31+12• 25mz is a
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twisted holomorph,

and there are two nonisomorphic
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twisted holomorphs

of

shape 31+12• 2Suz as described in the discussion following Lemma 2.7. We
define some representations of A^o by giving their bases in terms of sets of luples. Then we use these representations to determine the trace of an element of
Aoo on the Monster algebra, under the assumptions that the Monster contains
a particular twisted holomorph and the character table of the Monster algebra
is as printed in [4]. This will show that one of the twisted holomorphs cannot
be contained in the Monster and that A"oo is contained in the other twisted
holomorph.
The natural module for 6Suz. Throughout this discussion we assume that Aoo
is the group given by Definition 4.8 when C is the ternary Golay code. We
begin our discussion of the representations of Aoo by defining certain objects
permuted by Aoo • Let œ = e2n'l3, and let © = e~2n'l3. We first want to
define objects permuted by Aoo such that the Q[(y]-permutation module that
they span has the natural 12-dimensional modules for 6Suz as submodules. By
this we mean that the image of A7«, acting on each 12-dimensional submodule
is the monomial subgroup 2 x 36:A/"n of AutZ[Cl)](Ac)= 6Suz.

Definition 6.1. For I < i < n and ;' e {oo} U ¥p, we define o*t'f for a e¥3
and T = ±1 by

»111= i* € S? I 8(y)= df, 8(-y) = d~xf, d, = a},

and

of;/ = {8 e Sf | 8(x - jy) = df, 8(-x + jy) = d~xf, d¡ = a)

if ; ¿ oo.

Here x and y are the bases of V that we fixed in §4.
Now A«, fixes the set of all o° '¿ , so we abbreviate
not make use of d° 'J with j ^ oo in this section.

o" ¿

as v" 'T. We do

Definition 6.2. Let
Vi = of'1 + ù)o]'1 +coo~1'1 -d¡'~x

-0)o]'~x

-CO071''1

and

y, = 0¡'X + (Ov]'X + ü)VjX'X - V]'~X - 0)0X'~X - G)D~X'~X.

Let Too be a vector space over Q[co] with basis {o,- | 1 < / < «} , and let T^o
be a vector space over Q[&>]with basis {U, | I < i < n} .
Let

Coo = C¡Voo(ccu),

so ^00 = Coo:(x_i).

Lemma 6.1. T«, and T«, are Coo-submodules of the Q[co] span of {of'T},
and x_i interchanges T«, and T«,.
Proof. First we show that goo acts trivially on Too and T«,. The group goo
is generated by the maps 00/ forfeL,
S for S e Ro, x¡ for I < j < n,
and 0¿ . The following equations are elementary computations:

(6.1)

(of't)0°/= of't,

(6.2)

(o?,t)0/ = o?+/',\

(6.3)
(6.4)

(^-y
= „*>*
(v1'x)x' = v"'\

forr5G.Ro,
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Thus it is clear that the generators of g^ act trivially on Too , and similarly
they act trivially on Too . We may also compute the equations:
(6.5)

(0]'*)a = o°a'T

(6.6)

foraeS,

(D?',)*-1-»r',t.

(6.7)

(of.')* = <•-

whereh = (¿JJ).

Equation (6.5) is obvious. To show (6.6) we calculate

(©f>y-< = {0*-'g Sf | 8(y)= df, 8(-y) = d~xf, dt = a}
= {8eSf\ 8(y) = d~xf, 8(-y) = df, dt = a}
= {8eSf\ 8(y)= df, 8(y) = d^f, d, = -a}.
The proof of (6.7) is similar, recalling that x¿ is twisted by k(-1) .
Now from (6.2) we have
(0i)°f = (u*'1 + œo]'x + coo"1'1 - o°>-x - mx'-x

= o{"1 +wüx+f"x +cov7l+fi'1 -vf'~x

- cov~x'-xff

-œo)+f"-x

-coo71+f"-1

= Ojf'Vi.

This shows that 0/ acts on T^ as the diagonal matrix diag(w^). Similarly
we get that 0/ acts on Too as the diagonal matrix diag(<y^). Clearly (6.5)
implies that (u,)Q = o ¡a and (ü,)a = ïï,-a . We also have
(0i)x» = (v]'x +œox'x
= D(>'-1 +œu)'-x

+OJ071'1

-o*'-1

+COU-1--1

-ao)'-1

-o*}'1 -cou]-1

-ü)o7l'~l)Xh
-œvj1'1

= -Di,

and similarly (Vj)Xh= -ïï,.

This shows that T«, and ïœ

are A^-modules.

We also get
(o,)*-> = (v]-x +m\>x +coo7lA -v]'-x

-ü)ü\'-x

= o°rl +G)v-X-X +cov\<x -o»'-1

-0)o71'-1

-œ»-1''1)*-'
-œo)'-1

= Di,

so x_i

interchanges

Ï»

and Too, and in fact it acts as complex conjuga-

tion, o
We have actually proven more; summarizing the last three calculations we
have

(6.8)
(6.9)
(6.10)

(of)°/ = û/'u/,
(Dirh = -Di,
(D,-)*-' = oh

We remark that the action of 0/, xb , and xa on Too can be used to show that
the image of Coo/goo acting on Tœ is the monomial subgroup of AutZr£](A).
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The faithful components for g^ . We want to define objects permuted by A7«,
such that the Q[<y]-permutation module that they span has the faithful irreducible modules for Qx as submodules. In the following paragraphs we use
+, - , and 0 as superscripts to denote the elements 1,-1,
and 0 of F3.

Definition 6.3. We define /^

£

for f eL,

a e¥3 by

- «oo, 0i, 02} I 8¡ e S", and 0,(x + ay) = /{$*-')'}

This one-line definition manages to obscure most of the ideas behind it, so
we elaborate. More concretely, we have
£0 = {{8o,8l,82}\8ieS",

80(x + y) = f,8l(x

+ y) = f$t-1,

and 02(x + y) = f$-lr)

and similarly for f~ and f° . We may observe that (/$)£, = (ff)%o , so we
have actually defined 37 distinct objects.

Definition 6.4. Let

JC-£ +«/& +*/£!!.
Let Foo be the vector space over Q[co] with basis {/£, | / G L, a e F3} , and
let Fqo be the vector space over <Q[œ] with basis {Too \ f € L, 0 e ¥3} .

Lemma 6.2. F»

and Foo are faithful

Qx-modules.

Also, x_i

interchanges

F» and Tx.
Proof. The idea of this proof is essentially the same as the proof of Lemma 6.1.
First we see that

0£H =(/I +»/g. +«/r'lH
= /^+o/r^

+ «£

and similarly we see that (Too)00*'= ¿ö/oo >so If ^00 and FM are goo-modules,

they are faithful. Also, we see from the definition that F» and Foo have
dimension at most 36 , which is the dimension of each faithful irreducible goomodule; so if F» and F«, are g^-modules, they are also irreducible. Now
goo is generated by the maps 00/, 0j , S e Ro, and Xj . We show that they
preserve the span of the /£,. First, we determine the action of these maps on
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the f° , which we claim is given by

(6.11)

(/LA = (/f)So,

(6.12)

(ry = {rf{*(f))Yoo,

(6.13)

(/lr« = (/ÜÍÜ!l)So, and

(6.14)

(rjx'

= (fWjH"fl)V.

To prove (6.11) we compute
(£o)°f = Wo* ' d"S> 62s) I 0« e ^>

and

= {{0o,0.,02}|0,e^,

and df (x +ay) = f(${-")'}

= {{0o, 0i, 02} I 0, e ^,
= (fR{g°-'-a))L.

and 0,(x + ay) = (/($r<7)')^;"<T)}

Thus when g = </ we have (/" ) * = (ff)lo.

(£/

0,(x + ay) = /($*-")''}

To prove (6.12) we compute

= {{0o. 0f. 0f} I Ö,-6 ^,

and 0,(x + ay) = /($*-")''}

= {{0o,0i,02}|0,€^,

and 8f~'(x+ ay) = f(S^ay}

= {{0o,0i,02}|0,e^,

and 0,(x + ay) = /<5($r'7)'}

- (ftmf)))°ooTo prove (6.13) we compute

(fj°°s = W.

C . ö2°°s}
I 0, G^,

and 8i(x + ay) = /($0'}

= {{0o, 0i, 02} I 0i:e S», and 0°°'' (x + ay) = /($*-")'}

= {{0o,0i, 02}I 0,-€ 5>>, and 8t(x + ay) = (/($r*),J*0ri*)}
= (/^;<r))^.

To prove (6.14) we compute

(£>>*' = Wo . *?, «£'} I 0, G ^,

and 0,-(x + ay) = /($¡TCT)''}

= {{0o,0i, 02}I 0i e^7, and df (x + ay) = f($r"Y}
= {{0o,0i, 02}I 01€ S", and 0,(x + (a - l)yf»> = f{$r°Y}
= {{0o, 0., 02} I 0,-GS", and 0,(x + (a- l)y) = (/($r"),')^,y"'}
= {{0o, 0i, 02} I 01€&,

and 0,(x + ((r-l)j;)

= {{0o,0i,02}|0,G^,

and

8t(x+ (a - l)y) = /r71rÄ(Sr*+l)')}

= (/y/1r/j)sr1-

= Ay"1($r,T+1)'}
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Applying these equations to the /£, we get

(6.15)

CQ°' = *A/£,

(6.16)

(/^

(6.17)
(6.18)

= ^w/))/£,

(f^)°°g^(fR{g'a)roo,
and
(jZ)Xj=co-W{g{f))-fjjZ-1.

There are similar relations for the Too > so we see that F» and F^
modules.
Since (f^)x-1

- /"'goo

are g0

, we get that

(/¿r-' = (/l+^l+^/r'l)x= r!°+œf-xrxl

■oo

+ œf-xt°
-^-oo

= Jf-x oo*.
This shows that x_ i interchanges
Lemma 6.3. F»

F» and Fx.

a

and Foo ore Coo-modules.

Proof. We have already shown that they are goo-modules, so we only need to
check that they are fixed by the maps 0g, a e S, and xh where h = (¿J}).
Computations similar to those for Lemma 6.2 show that

(6.19)
(6.20)

Ç£r = (/X
for a e S,
{fJ>' = {fR('r--a))l0,
and

(6.21)

(£)** = (IT1)*'-1')'*.

The proof of (6.19) is obvious, and we proved (6.20) in the course of proving

(6.11). To prove (6.21) we compute

(fjx> = {{O? , 8? ,8?}\8ieS-,
= {{0o, 0i, 02} I 01;G S",

and 0,{x + ay) =/{$*-")'}
and 8x"(x + ay) = f{%fray}

= {{0o, 0., 02} I 0,-G &,

and 0,(-x + ay)«-"

- {{0o, 0i, 02}I 8, G&,

and 0,(-x + ay) = fK^x\$fy}

= {{0o, 0i, 02}I 0i e^,

and 8i(x - ay) = (f-'r^ttf)-'}

=

((/-1)K(-1))¡oCT-

Applying these relations to the /£

we have

= /($*-")''}
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c&)a = (/x-

(6.23)

(f^

= (fRiga'-a))aoo,

(6.24)

(.%)*»
= C/t + a/£, +p/r'IT*
= ((/-'f(-t))-"

and

+ œ((f-l)K^xH)-J + œ((f-l)K{-l)rl)

o
oo

= iif-1)^-1^Thus F» is a Coo-module, and similar relations for the /^
an Aoo-module. d

show that F«, is

We could also define irreducible modules Fj and F~j for Qj , j e ¥p , in a
similar way. In fact, we could just take Fj to be the Q[<y] vector space whose
basis is the image of the basis for F» under an element of N which takes oo¿
to ja . A precise definition along the lines of Definitions 6.3 and 6.4 would
require more complicated notation than those definitions, and we leave it to the
reader's imagination.

The representation K». There are 65,520 cosets of Ac/6Ac which contain
a vector of minimum length. Thus there are 3 x 65,520 elements of g^
which map onto a coset which contains a vector of minimum length, and these
elements are permuted by A^ ■ Use J? to denote the set of all such elements
Of goo-

Definition 6.5. Let V_be the Q[<y]-permutation module for N^ acting by conjugation on the elements re/.
We use X_r to denote the basis vector of V_
corresponding to r.
If 5 = roo¿, we use X_r^to denote X¿ , and similarly we use X^-i
Xj if 5 = roo j-i .

to denote

Our goal is to find an N^ -invariant submodule of V_ whose restriction to
to an element re/
with multiplicity 1.
goo affords each linear character of goo corresponding

Definition 6.6. For r e J£, let
Xr = Xr + œXrt + w^-i

+ Xr-¡ + CüXr-¡¿ + Ü)Xr-if-<-

We let K» be the span of all the Xr.
Lemma 6.4. K» is an Nao-submodule of V_.

Proof. For g G JV«,, we have (Xr)g = Xrg , by definition.
ooj , we then have

(Krf)g = Xjjfig = Xrg¿

If g centralizes

LOCAL SUBGROUPS OF THE MONSTER
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and similarly (X_^-\)g = Xrg¿-i . Thus we have

(Xr)g = (Xr + G)XH+ tûX^-r +Xr-, + 0)Xr-H + 0)Xr-H-7)g
= Xrg + G)X_rS^+ coXrg^-i + X(rg)-x + (úX_{rg)-if + 0)X^rg)-^-i
= Xrg.

If g inverts ooj , we have
(Xr¿)g = X_^g = Xrgf-t.

Then we have
(Xr)g = (Xr + G)XH+ 0)XH-\ + £._, + (üXr-^ + ©£._,,-.)*
- Xrg + coXrg¿-¡ + coXrg¿ + X{rg)-¡ + a>X{rg)-^-i + œX{rg)-^
= X{rg)-i.

So we see that Aoo stabilizes the set {Xr} and so V^ is an Aoo-module.

□

The elements of goo correspond to linear characters of goo as follows. For
each q e goo, there exists a linear character of goo which we call £q , with
£9(r) = co' if [q, r] = f . We note that if q = q'z with q, q' e goo and
z G Z(goo) we have £, = Çq,.
Lemma 6.5. VooIq^ affords the linear characters of goo which correspond to a

coset of Ac/6Ac containing a vector of minimum length.
Proof Let r g goo where r maps onto a coset of Ac/6Ac containing a vector
of minimal length. Then for q e goo we have X? = Xrq = Xr[r<q]. Now
Xr¿ = a>Xr, so we have X? = co'Xr where [r,q] = f. Thus Xr affords the
character

Z,r of goo • 0

Aoo is a subgroup of the Monster. It turns out that the modules Too , K» ,
and Foo are the building blocks for all the representations we need to show
that A^oo is a subgroup of the Monster when C_ is the ternary Golay code.
Here is the plan for doing so. We know that A^ is a subgroup of a group
Coo — 31+12• 2S«z : 2, and the Monster also has a subgroup Co of this shape.
Let B be the 196,884 dimensional module for the Monster. We determine
the degrees of the irreducibles of B\q0 . We will see that there are two groups
of shape 31+12• 2Suz : 2 with irreducibles of these degrees, and only one is
isomorphic to a subgroup of the Monster. Then we use the representations
Too , foo , and Fx> to show that G«, is contained in the Monster.
In the remainder of this section we assume that the character tables for Suz
and its central extensions in [4] are correct. We also assume that the character
of the Monster of degree 196,883 given in [4] is correct. We use Xm t0 denote
the character afforded by a module M, and we let M be the Monster simple
group.

Lemma 6.6. Let Go — Cm(z) where z is an element of class 3B in the Monster.

The degrees of the irreducibles of B\Go are 144, 65520, 12 x36, 12 x36,
78 x 36, and 78 x 36.
Proof. Let g0 = 03(C0) S 31+12. Write B\Go = U © V © W © W, where
U\q0 is trivial, V\q0 affords linear characters of go, W\q0 is faithful, and
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Table 6.1. The action of Z(Aq) on Too and F*
Action on
Group element

F0

oo

CO

co

oo$

co

co

œ

œ

1

1

L

0«

co

co

1

W is the algebraic conjugate of W. Also set u = dim(C), v = dim(F), and
w = dim(W). Obviously we have u + v + 2w = 196,884. By considering the
values of Xu > Xv >and Xw on an element of Z(g0) we get u + v - w = 54,
so we have w = 90 x 36 .
Now there are two orbits of nontrivial linear characters of go under the
action of 2Suz, one of length 65,520 and the other of length 312- 65,521.
By dimension considerations, we must have v = 0 or u = 65,520. If ü = 0,
then for q e go \ Z(go), we have Xb {Q) — 65,664, which is a contradiction
since there is no such element of order 3 in the Monster. Thus v = 65, 520

and u = 144.
Now let z G Co with z2 = 1 and zg0 G Z(G0/Qo) ■Then if R is a faithful
irreducible go module we have Xr (z) = I ■ Now we have Xu (z) = 144, since
the components of U are ordinary representations of Suz or 2Suz and 2Suz
has no faithful representations of degree at most 144. Also, *F (z) = 0, so we
have Xw (z) = 66, since Xb (z) = 276. Thus W = X <s>
R, where X is a
65wz-module of dimension 90 and Xx (z) — 66. Examination of the degrees
of the ordinary and projective representations of Suz implies then that X is
the sum of a 12-dimensional irreducible and a 78-dimensional irreducible. D
Now the irreducibles of dimension 12 and 78 are faithful modules for 6Suz
and 3Suz , respectively, so Co is not a standard holomorph. Let Coo = T» ®
To©. We have shown that Coo and K» are isomorphic to the 144-and 65,520dimensional submodules of B\Go.

Lemma 6.7. The subgroup K <N acts trivially on the N^-module T«, ® F» .
Proof. We determine the action of oo^ , 0¿ , oo$, and 0$ on Too and F» . By
(6.1)—(6.4) the maps oo¿ , 0¿, and oo$ all act trivially on Too , and by (6.8)
the map 0$ acts as the scalar matrix co.
Next we determine the action of the elements on F» . By (6.17) we see that
oo¿ acts as the scalar co on F» , and the map oo$ sends the basis vector /£,

to (f%r%)° = ûi-ff(/)So. By (6.15) we have (/¿)u* = affc.
have (/¿)°i

By (6.20) we

= (f%aW%a)aoo= /¿ • Thus we see that the action of these maps

on Too and F» is as given in Table 6.1. This implies that oo$0¿ and OsooT1

act trivially on Too <8>
F» . Since, by Definition 4.7,
tf = <co$O0,O$co"1),
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we see that this implies that K acts trivially on Too ® F» . ü
Lemma 6.1 implies that the image of the action of Coo on Too is the
monomial subgroup of AutZ[W](A). Also, the goo-module Fx> is a faith-

ful module for the standard holomorph Gs = 3I+12 : 2Suz. Now Gs and
AutZ[a,](A) = 6Suz have a common quotient group 2Suz, and their pullback
C is the covering group of Gs by Lemma 2.7. From the discussion following Lemma 2.7, C has two quotients which are twisted holomorphs of shape
3x+X2-2Suz and T^^Fx, is a faithful module for one of them while T^^F^o
is a faithful module for the other. Lemma 6.7 showed that Too ® F» is a faithful module for Coo ■ Let Ci be the twisted holomorph of shape 31+12• 2Suz
for which Too ® Foo is a faithful module. Also, let N\ be the image of A^
acting On Too ® Foo •

By Lemma 6.6, either Coo or G\ is a subgroup of the Monster, since the
irreducibles of dimensions 12 and 78 are faithful 6Suz- and SSwz-modules,
respectively. Thus to show that A^ is a subgroup of the Monster it suffices to
show that Ni is not a subgroup of the Monster. We do this by studying the
characters of a particular element t e Aoo on the modules defined above.
Let t e Aoo be the element 0dp, where n(d) = (-1,-1,
-1,0, 0,0, 0,0,
0, 1, 1, 1) and p is the element of M\\ which acts on {1, ... , 12} as

(4, 7)(5, 9)(6, 8)(11, 12). Obviously dP = d, so t has order 6.
Lemma 6.8. The characters of t on the modules T^ and F» are given by

XrA oo (t) = -2-2S

and

xF
(0 = 36.
'oo

Proof. Using (6.5) and (6.8) we have o\ - D®dP
= codiviP, so

X-r
(t) = 3co + co = -21 oo

26.

Computing Xr-Too (0 is a bit more detailed. To do this we need to determine all
basis vectors /£, of F»

with (/£,)' = (ff)oo

f°r some i. Now if a ^ 0,

(6.19) and (6.20) imply that
(/£)'

so if /¿

= {&?<"

= ({fR{d°-'-a))aooY = ((fp)R(d°''-a)Yoo,

is an eigenvector for t and a = ± 1, we must have

K(f)o± 7i(d) = 7i(f)

(mod(l12)).

This is impossible, for if n(f) = (f, ... , fi2), we have

n(f)» ± 7i(d)= (/, + 1, /2 + 1, f3 + 1, /, h, Â, U >h, h,
/io±l,/i2±l,/i.±l).
If this is congruent to n(f) modulo (l12), then the vector

(Ti, +1, +1, fi - A, h - h, Á - fe,
/4-/7,

fe-Á,

h -h,

±1, /12-/11 ±l,/ii

-/i2±

1)

is in (( 112)); and comparing the first and tenth coordinates of this vector shows
that is absurd. Thus if (/£,)' = (ff)lo . we must have a = 0.
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To determine all f e L such that 02,)' = OV')» f°r some i, we need to
find those / such that n(f) is fixed by p. Further, the relations on the /°
imply that we only need to find the action on one element ce^
from each
coset of ((l12)), so it suffices to determine the fixed elements of shapes (l6, 06)
and (l3, -l3, 06). We list these vectors in Table 6.2, giving one representative
from each orbit of vectors under the action of Ç = ( 1, 2, 3)(4, 5, 6)(7, 9, 8),
an element of S = M\\ which centralizes t.
To see that the list is complete, it suffices to see that the +1 eigenspace of
p on & has dimension 3, since there are 27 vectors in our list. Now the trace
of p on F^2 is obviously 4. Lemma 2.1 shows that F^2 = 1 • "§ • 3?* • 1 as an
M11-module. Also, the trace of p on & is the same as its trace on &, so we
see that this must be 1. Thus the +1 eigenspace has dimension 0 or 3, and
since we have exhibited nontrivial +1 eigenvectors it has dimension 3, so the

list of Table 6.2 is complete.
Table 6.2. Elements of & fixed by p
Representative of Ç-orbit * c

No. of Words in Orbit

(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)

1

(71(d), c, c)

0

(1,2,0,2,1,0,2,0,1,0,0,0)

(2,1,0,1,2,0,1,0,2,0,0,0)

(1,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,1,1)
(0,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,1,1,0,0)

(1,0,0,2,0,0,2,0,0,2,1,1)
(2,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,2,2)
(1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,2,2,2)
(2,2,2,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1)
1

(1,1,2,0,0,2,0,2,0,1,0,0)

1
(2,2,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,2,0,0)
* Ç = (1, 2, 3)(4, 5, 6)(7, 9, 8) G 5"= stabAut(jr)(w)S Mu ; C centralizes t.
Now if /> = /,then

02,)' = 02,)* = (Jll)r{d'°'l'0)
= W, f, /C = «*■«.««>.«</>>/•
Thus to compute xP (0 we need to know the values (n(d), c, c) for each
code word c fixed by p. These values are also listed in Table 6.2. Thus we
have

xFJt) = T,œim'e'e)
= 9+ 12<y+ 6©
= 3gj - 3© = 36.
This proves the lemma.

D
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Lemma 6.9. Ci is not a subgroup of the Monster.
Proof. If Ci is a subgroup of the Monster, then we have
B\Ni S Coo © Koo © (Too <8>
Foo) © (Too 9 F»)

© (S2(Too) 9 ^oo) © (S2(Too) 9 F»).

Now by Lemma 6.5 we have

xv (o = 4-e2 = 7,
^T00®F00W = -3e(-2-e)

^(Too)^W

= 6e-9'

and

= -3e(1/2)((-2 + 6)2 + 3)
= -36(l/2)(4-46)

= -36(2 - 26)
= -18-66.
Now let z g Ci with z2 = 1, zgi g Z(G\/Q\),

and [z, t] = 1. We see that

the image of t in Ci lies in CGl(z) = 6Suz . Then the character table in [4]
implies that t is an element of one of the conjugacy classes 6BC of Suz, so
we may compute that

XvJt) = l8.
Thus we have

/B(i) = 7 + 18-18-36

= -29.

Now by the character table of the Monster in [4], there is no element of order
6 in the Monster with trace -29 on B. Thus Ci cannot be a subgroup of the
Monster. D
Theorem 6.10. Aoo is a subgroup of the Monster.

Proof. Lemma 6.6 implies that one of the twisted holomorphs Coo or Ci is a
subgroup of the Monster. Lemma 6.9 says that the group Ci is not a subgroup
of the Monster, so it must be the case that Coo is a subgroup of the Monster. D

7. Uniqueness theorems
The purpose of this section is to show that A3, A5, and A7 are subgroups of
the Monster. We do this by proving uniqueness theorems for groups satisfying
certain properties, which are easily verified for the groups A3, N¡, and A7 and
the corresponding subgroups of the Monster. The uniqueness proofs all make
use of the following lemma.
Lemma 7.1. Suppose that K and Ki are groups which satisfy the following properties:
(i) There exist subgroups H <K and Hi < K\ and an isomorphism yh '■H -*

Hi.
(ii) There exist subgroups B < K and B\ < K\ with H n B = lK and
H\ n 5i = lHl ■ Let T = H:B and let T\ = H\ :B\. There is an isomorphism
Jt'-T -> Fi with vt\h = 7h and yr(B) - B{.
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(iii) There exist elements n e K and n\ G K\ with K = (H, B, n)
Kl = {Hí,Bl,n1).
(iv) Let G — (B, n) and let Ci = (B\, «i). There is an isomorphism
G —*G\ with yG\ß = yr\ß and yG(n) = n\. Also, (B, n) n H — 1
(Bl,nl)nH=l.
(v) There is an isomorphism y\ : (H, n) -* (Hx, n{) with y\\n = yh

and

yG :
and
and

7i(n) = nl.

Then there is an isomorphism y : K ^ K\ with y\r = 7t and y(n) = n\.
Proof. By assumptions (iii) and (iv) we have K — HG and K\ = H\G\ . For
k = hg e K, define y(k) by y(hg) = yfí(h)yG(g). Assumption (iv) implies
that y is well defined. Now let t e T, so by assumption (ii) we may write

t = hb with h e H, b e B. Then y(t) = yH(h)yG(b) = yT(h)yT(b) by
assumptions (ii) and (iv). This shows that y\r = yr ■ Since n e G, we have
y(n) —yG(n) = "i • Thus it only remains to show that y is an isomomorphism.
Let k, k' be elements of K, and suppose k = hg and k' = h'g' for

h, h' e H and g, g' e G. Now
y(hgh'g')

= y(hh'g~lgg')

= yH(hh'g~')yG(gg')

= yH(h)yH(h'g~,)yG(g)yG(g'),

while
y(hg)y(h'g')

= yH(h)yG(g)yH(h')yG(g') = yH(h)y„(h')^g-^yG(g)yG(g').

Thus we see that y(hgh'g')

= y(hg)y(h'g')

if yH(h'g~l) = yH(h'yG{g~l). Now

if g e B, then by property (ii) we find yH(h'gX) = yrth'8*) = yT(h')ÏT{g~')=
yH(hyo(g~x). if g = n, then by property (v) we find yH(h'g ') = y\(h'g ') =
yx(h')y^g~x)= yH(h'y^g'"i.
We claim that this implies yH(h'g~l) = yH(h')yGÍg~>)
for all g e (B, n) — G. To prove this claim, it suffices to show that if g = g\g2
with g¡ e G, and yH(h'gr') = yH(h'ya{g7^ for i = 1,2, then yH(h'g~X) =
yH(h'y°(g~lK Now h'g^ e H since H< N, so yH(h'g~l) = yH(h'g^g^) =
yH(h'g>l)yG{g7') = yH(h'yo(g7x)yo(g7l) = 7H(h'yo(g-'). This shows the claim and
so y is a homomorphism. Since N = H:G, N = H\:G\, and yG and yh are
isomorphisms onto Ci and H\, it follows that y is an isomorphism. D

The uniqueness of A5. Let A = A(^"). Let A be a group with the following
properties:
(1) A has a normal subgroup V = (x, v), and V is elementary abelian of
order 52.
(2) C = Cjv(x) has a normal subgroup g = 5++6, an extraspecial group of
order 57 and exponent 5.
_
(3) C/Q = 52:(4 x S3) is isomorphic to the monomial subgroup Mon(A) <

2HJ < AutZ[£](A). There is a subgroup D < NN((x)) of index 2, with D = Q:
M and M = Mon(A) : (<r_x).
(4) There is a homomorphism of M -modules <f>
: Q/Q' —►
A/(e - 1)A, with
4>(v) = Xb. Also 4> is an isometry, where the form on Q/Q' is given by the
commutator map and the form on A/(e - 1)A is as described in Lemma 5.5.
(5) There is an element t e Q with 4>(t)= (1,2, 1,2, 1,2) and an element
« G A such that A = (C, n), (t,ri) S SL(2, 5) and n has matrix (_° ¿)
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in its action on V. Also, there is an element s G M of order 4 such that

(t,n,s)^GL(2,5).
Theorem 7.2. There is at most one isomorphism class of groups satisfying prop-

erties (l)-(5).
Proof. We let A and Ai be two groups satisfying (l)-(5). Our strategy is to
show that A and A] satisfy the hypotheses of the groups K and K\ of Lemma

7.1 and deduce that JV= jV,,
For each subgroup G < N with properties as given in (l)-(5), let Ci be the
subgroup of Ai with the same properties. Similarly for each element g e N
with properties as given in (l)-(5), let g\ be the element of Ai with the same
properties. By (2) we have g = gi. By (3) and (4) we have C s Ci and

D^Di.
We let G = (t,s, n) and Ci = (tx, sx, nx), so that G = Gi = GL(2, 5).
Now let F = CN(V) and let F, = CN{(VX),and since F < C and Fi < C\ ,
we get F = Fi.
To apply Lemma 7.1, we let A, Ai, E, Ex, (s, t), (sx,t\), n , and n\
play the roles of K, K\, H, H¡, B , B\, n , and «i, respectively, in Lemma
7.1. Our groups satisfy property (i), since E<N,

E\ <N\ , and E = E\ . They

satisfy (ii), since (E, s, t) = C, (E\, Si, h) = (¡\, and C = C\ . Property (5)
implies that A and Ai satisfy (iii). We check that they satisfy (iv). First, we
have C = (s, t, n) = GL(2, 5) = (5i, t\, nx) = Ci. Property (5) also implies
that C and Ci act faithfully on V, so we get C n F = 1 and G\C\E\ = l.
Finally, yG\(s,t) = yr\(s,t) by considering the action of elements of (s, t) and
(5i, t\) on V . Thus all that remains to check is property (v).
Now let )>£•be the isomorphism from E to E\. The groups A and Ai act
by conjugation on F and F¡, respectively. We also get an action of Ai on F
by the rule eg —y7?l(yE(e)g) foreeE,
g e G\ . Now with this action of Ci
on E, we get M =£:C, .
Define y\ : E:(n) -> E:(n{) by y\(enk) = en\ for e e E and k G N. Since
both n and n\ have order 4, y\ is an isomorphism if n and «i induce the
same automorphism of F.
Since 05(F) is characteristic in F and E <N, it is contained in 0$(N).
Since 05(N/E) = 05(GL(2, 5)) = 1, we have 05(A) = 05(E) and, similarly,
05(Ai) = O5(F0 . We claim that F s S2^4:^ . Let P = 05(E). Assumption
(4) implies that V = Z(E) and that P' has order 54 . Then (2) and (4) imply
that P' is elementary abelian of order 54 and (2) and (3) imply that P/P' is
elementary abelian of order 54. Now (3) implies that E = P -S where S = S3,
and this proves the claim.
We want to show that C and Ci are contained in Cn(S) and Cn¡(S) ,
respectively. By Sylow theory, there is a single conjugacy class of subgroups
isomorphic to S in F, so the Frattini argument shows that A = E.C^(S).

Hence we have C < C^(S), and similarly Ci < Cn¡(S) .
Now P/P'

is a 4-dimensional module for S x G and S x G\, Z(G) and

Z(Ci) act faithfully on P/P', and S3 acts faithfully on P/P'. Thus P/P' s
p ® a , where p is the faithful irreducible module of S3 and a is the natural module for GL(2, 5). Now A2(p <8>
a) is easily shown to have irreducible
constituents of dimension 3, 2, and 1. Thus since P'/Z(P) is a 2-dimensional
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module for S3 x CL(2, 5), it must be isomorphic to the 2-dimensional irreducible submodule of A2(p ® a). Thus we have P'/Z(P) = p ®S , where the
character afforded by S is the determinant of matrices in the natural represen-

tation of CL(2, 5).
Let / : A —>Aut(F) and g : Ai —►
Aut(F) be the homomorphisms gotten by
letting elements of A and Ai, respectively, act on E. By our choice of n and
«1, we see that /(«) and g(ni) induce the same action on P/P', P'/Z(P),
and Z(P). Thus we define û : P -» P'/Z(P) by

(7.1)

p*=p-1p*(">)/(""')Z(P).

First we show that û is constant on cosets of P'. For qeP'
(pqY = g-1/?-v("l)/("-1

we have

V("l)/("-1)z(P)

= q-xp-xpg(">Wn~')qZ(P)

= p-ipg(»MO-')Z(P)

= pû.

Now by multiplying each side of (7.1) by p we get
(7.2)

pp*=p*l"MlH~l)Z{P).

Since f(n) acts trivially on P'/Z(P),
tion gives
(7.3)

applying /(«) to each side of this equa-

p™pû=Ps{Hl)Z{P).

Now this implies that

(7.4)
pg(ni)2 = (pfWp&yM

_ {pf(n)pf>y(n)^pf(n)p$y>

= pf(n2)pûf(n)^/(n)pûjû_

Since r> is constant on cosets of P', (pfWp6)0 = pfW6. As above, f(n)
acts trivially on P'/Z(P), so pûf(n) = pd. Now n2 e D and n\ e Dx, so
/(n2) = g(«2). Thus we may rewrite (7.4) to get pg^2 = pM)p*pn*ï*,
which implies that

(7.5)

{pmY = {p*rl.

Next we claim that (p^)~x = (p~x)6 ■ From the definition of # we find
(pû)~x = (pg(nM(-n~'î)-lpZ(P).
Now f(n) and g(«i) have the same action
on P/P', so let qeP' satisfy pgMf(n~') = pq . Then

(pV

= (pq)-'pZ(P) = [(p^)-1, p]p{pqYlZ{P) = [q~x, p]p(pq)-xZ(P).

Now the commutator
of r> we have
p(pq)~xZ(P)

[q~x, p] lies in [P', P] = Z(P),

=p{p*l"MlH~l))-lZ{P)

=/7(p-1)^"'^(""'»Z(F)

so this proves our claim that

(7.6)

and by the definition

(PV = (*>-')*•

= (p~xY,
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Now pf(" ) = p x , so by using (7.5) twice we get

(7.7)

(p~xY = (Pf(nl)Y = (pñn)f{n)Y= (pf{n)ûyl = ((P0)-1)-1 =pû.

Now comparing (7.6) and (7.7) shows that

(7.8)

p» = (p-xf = (p»)-x.

This implies that pû = 1, which implies that f(n) and g(«i) have the same
action on P/Z(P).
All that remains is to show that the map t : P -> Z(P) defined by px =
pg(ti)f(n~ ) is trivial. Since C and Ci both commute with S, this map defines
an S-module homomorphism from P/Z(P) to Z(P). But Z(P) is a trivial
S-module, while the only irreducible S-module which occurs as a factor of

P/Z(P) is the faithful irreducible S-module. Thus t is trivial. This shows
that /(«) = g(«i), so yi is an isomorphism, and thus by Lemma 7.1 we have
A = Ai . D
Theorem 7.3. The group A5 satisfies (l)-(5).
Proof. Let F = (ecu, 0¿)K/K

and let x = oo¿, so C = Cv5(ooj) . Theorem

4.15 implies that F<A5,so A5 satisfies (1). Theorem 4.17 shows that goo<C,
so A5 satisfies (2).
Theorem 5.17 shows that C/Q^ S Mon(A). Now let M = (xh,Of,S,
x_i \ h = {~0X°2), f = (0,c),c e 9q)K/K. Equation (4.3) implies that if
/ = (0, c) and g = (0, c), then QfQg = 0h where /z = (0,c + d). Thus
(0y | / = (0, c), c e &Ö) is elementary abelian of order 52. Lemmas 2.3 and
3.2 show that S normalizes (0/ | / = (0, c), c e &ô). Now Lemma 4.16

implies that Of = 0~x{_2)= 0JX, since f«^

= (0, c)K^2^= (0, c) = /. We

also have 0xf' = 0^-i . Thus X/, and x_i normalize (0/ | / = (0, c), c e 3%).
Clearly x/, and x_i commute. Finally, it is clear that xb and x_i commute
with S, since S commutes with both the natural action on Aut(F) and with
the maps k and J^. Lemma 5.11 shows that x_i has the same action on
goo/Z(goo) as cr_i has on A/(e - 1)A. This shows that M is a complement
to goo isomorphic to Mon(A):(er_i), so A5 satisfies (3).

Let cj) be the map of Definition 5.5. Then ^(OT1) = Xb, and Lemma 5.5
shows that 0 is an isometry. Also, Theorem 5.14 and Lemma 5.16 show that
</>is an isomorphism of Af-modules. Thus A5 satisfies (4).
Now let t be the image of xt in A5, let n be the image of xb in A5 for
h — (_i ¿), and let 5 be the image of Xh in A5 for h - (_¿ °) • Definition

5.5 shows that <f>(x3)= Xt. It follows from the proof of Theorem 4.15 that
(C, n) = A5, that (t, n) = SL(2, 5), and that (t,n,s) = GL(2, 5). These
facts show that A5 satisfies (5). D
The uniqueness of A3. Let A be a group satisfying the following assumptions:
(6) A has a normal elementary abelian subgroup V = (x, z) of order 9.
We let C = CN(x).
(1) 03(C) has a subgroup g s 3X++X2
with x G Z(g), and g<C.
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(8) There is an isomorphism of C/Q modules cf>: Q/Z(Q)
Also, for q, r g g, we have [q, r] = x^«).«')) .

—>Ac/6Ac.

(9) <j>(z(x))= X+ 6Ac, A= (36,0n).
(10) C/g==2x35:A/n.
(11) C is a subgroup of the Monster.
(12) There is an element t G g with <j)(t)= (4, l11) and an element « G A
such that N = (C,n),
(?,«) = SL(2, 3), and n has matrix (_° ¿) in its
action on V. There is an element 5 G C \ g of order 2 such that (t, n, s) =
CL(2, 3). We also assume that Cc(n) = 35 : Afn .
Theorem 7.4. Let A be a group satisfying the properties (6)—(12). Then A is
unique up to isomorphism.
Proof. Let A and Ai be two groups satisfying (6)-( 12). Our strategy is to show
that A and Aj satisfy the hypotheses of the groups K and K\ of Lemma 7.1

and to deduce that N = Nx.
For each subgroup G < N with properties as given in (6)—(12), let Ci be the
subgroup of Ai with the same properties. Similarly for each element g e N
with properties as given in (6)—(12), let g\ be the element of Ai with the same
properties. By (7) we have g = gi. By (8), (10), and (11) we have CSQ.

We let G = (t,s, n) and Gi = (ii, 5i, «0 , so that C S Gi £ GL(2, 3).
Now let F = Cn(V) and Fi = Cv,(Fi), and since E < C and E{ < C\ , we
get E^El

To apply Lemma 7.1, we let A, Ai , F, Fi , (s, t), (s\, t\), n , and «i
play the roles of K, K\, H, H\ , B, B\, n, and «i, respectively, in Lemma
7.1. Our groups satisfy property (i), since E <N, E\ < At, and F = Fi . They
satisfy (ii), since (E, s, t) = C, (E\, sy, t\) - C\, and C = Cj . Property (12)
implies that A and Ai satisfy (iii). We check that they satisfy (iv). First, we
have G —(s ,t,n) = GL(2, 3) = (s\, t\, n{) = G\. Property (12) also implies

that G and Gi act faithfully on V, so we get G n F = 1 and Gi n Fi = 1.
Finally, yG\{s,t) — 7r|(í,í) by considering the action of elements of (s, t) and
(5i, ii) on V . Thus all that remains to check is property (v).
Now let 7£ be the isomorphism from F to Fi. The groups A and Ai act
by conjugation on E and E\, respectively. We also get an action of Ai on F
by the rule eg = y7?x(yE(e)g) foreeE,
g e G\ . Now with this action of Gi
on F, we get Ai ^F:Ci.
Define yi : E:(n) -* E:(n\) by y\(enk) = enk foxeeE
and fceN. Since
both n and n¡ have order 4, yx is an isomorphism if n and «i induce the
same automorphism of F.
Since 03(F) is characteristic in F and E <'N, it is contained in 03(A).

Since 03(N/E) = 03(GL(2, 3)) = 1, we have 03(A) = 03(F), and similarly
03(Ai) = 0,(Fi). We claim that F S 32+5+10:Afu. Let P = 03(F). Assumptions (8) and (10) imply that V = Z(E), and that P' has order 37. Then
(7) and (8) imply that P' is elementary abelian of order 37 and that P/P'
is elementary abelian of order 310. Now (10) implies that E = P.S where
S = A/i 1, and this proves the claim.
Now P/P' is a 10-dimensional module for Mn x G and Afn x Gi, Z(G)

and Z(Gi) act faithfully on P/P',

and Afn acts faithfully on P/P'.

It is
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clear from (8) and (10) that P/P' = 9 ® a , where a is the natural module for

GL(2, 3), and that P'/Z(P) 3 f * eg,S , where the character afforded by S is
the determinant of matrices in the natural representation of GL(2, 3).
Let / : A —>Aut(F) and g : Ai —>Aut(F) be the homomorphisms gotten by
letting elements of A and Ai, respectively, act on F. By our choice of n and
«i, we see that /(«) and g(n{) induce the same action on P/P', P'/Z(P),
and Z(P). The same argument as we used in the proof of Theorem 7.2 shows
that /(«) and g(n\) induce the same action on P/Z(P).
Now we want to
show that the map t : P -> Z(P) defined by px = pg(n^K"~x) is trivial. By
assumption (12), n and n\ are contained in Cv(S) and Cat,(S), respectively.
Thus t defines an S-module homomorphism from P/Z(P) to Z(P).
But
Z(P) is a trivial S-module, while the only irreducible S-modules which occur
as factors of P/Z(P) are 9 and §*. Thus r is trivial. This shows that
f(n) = g(ni), so yi is an isomorphism. This establishes property (v), so by
Lemma 7.1 we have A = Ai. D
Theorem 7.5. The group N3 satisfies (6)—(12).
Proof. Let V = (oo^, 0a)K and let x = ooa , so C = CN}(oo¿). Then Theorem

4.15 shows that V < N3, so A3 satisfies (6). Theorem 4.17 shows that goo < C,
so A3 satisfies (7). Theorem 5.14 and Lemma 5.5 show that A3 satisfies (8).
Definition 5.4 shows that </>(0t') = Xb, so A3 satisfies (9). Theorem 4.17 shows

that C/OZ = 2 x 3s:Mn , so A3 satisfies (10). To show that A3 satisfies (11)
we use Theorem 6.10. Let t be the image of x7 in A3 for some j, let n be
the image of x>, in A3 for h = (_° ¿), and let 5 be the image of xb in A3
for h = (¿_°). Definition 5.5 shows that </>(xj)= X¡■= (4, l11). It follows

from the proof of Theorem 4.15 that (C, n) = N3, that (t, n) = SL(2, 3),
and that (t, n, s) —GL(2, 3). These facts show that A3 satisfies (12). D
The uniqueness of A7. The proof of uniqueness of A7 is much the same as the
proof of uniqueness of A5. The major difference comes in showing that t is
trivial. In this case there is no nontrivial group S of automorphisms of L(%?)
for which t is an S-invariant map. In this case, we let 03(G) play the role
that S played in showing that t was trivial in the proof of Theorem 7.2. This
is interesting in light of the remarks in §5 about "reappearing" automorphisms
and the definition of A7.
Let A = A(%?). Let A be a group with the following properties:
(13) A has a normal subgroup V = (x,v), and V is elementary abelian of
order 72.
(14) C = Cv(x) has a normal subgroup g s 7++4, an extraspecial group of
order 75 and exponent 7.
_
(15) C/Q = 2x7:3
is isomorphic to the monomial subgroup Mon(A) <
2A7 < AutZ[£](A). There is a subgroup D < NN((x)) of index 2, with D = Q:M
and Af ^Mön(A) : (ff_t).

(16) There is a homomorphism of Af-modules 4>: Q/Q' -* A/(e - 1)A, with
4>(v) = Xb. Also (j) is an isometry, where the form on Q/Q'

is given by the
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commutator map and the form on A/(e - 1)A is as described in Lemma 5.5.
(17) There is an element t e Q with <j)(t)= (-2, 1, 1, 1) and an element
« G A such that A = (C, n), (t,n) = SL(2, 7), and n has matrix (_°¿)
in its action on V. Also, there is an element s e M of order 6 such that

(t,n,s)^GL(2,l).
Theorem 7.6. There is at most one isomorphism class of groups satisfying prop-

erties (13)-(11).
Proof. We let A and Aj be two groups satisfying (13)-( 17). As with the proof
of Theorem 7.2, our strategy is to show that A and A] satisfy the hypotheses

of the groups K and K\ of Lemma 7.1 and deduce that N = N\.
For each subgroup G < N with properties as
be the subgroup of Ai with the same properties.
g e N with properties as given in (13)—(17), let gi
the same properties. By (14) we have g = gi.

given in (13)—(17), let Gi
Similarly for each element
be the element of Ai with
By (15) and (16) we have

C-Ci and D Si D{.
We let G = (t,s, n) and Gi = (ii, sx, «i), so that G =■Gi =■GL(2, 7).
Now let F = Cn(V) and Fi = Cjv,(Fi), and since E < D and E\ < D\, we

get E m Et.
To apply Lemma 7.1, we let A, Ai , F, Fi, (s, t), (si, t\), n , and «i
play the roles of K, K\, H, H\, B, B\, n, and «i, respectively, in Lemma
7.1. As in Theorem 7.2, our groups A and Ai satisfy properties (i)-(iv) and
all that we need to check is property (v).
Also as in the proof of Theorem 7.2, we identify F and Fi and get Ai =

E:G\.

Then define y\ : E:(n) -* E:(n\)

by yi(enk) = enk for e e E and

k eN. Since both n and n\ have order 4, y\ is an isomorphism if n and «i
induce the same automorphism of E.

We define y\ : E:(n) -* E:(n\)

by y\(enk) = en\ for p e E and k e N.

Since both n and «i have order 4, y\ is an isomorphism if n and n\ induce
the same automorphism of P.
Since 07(F) is characteristic in F and E< A, it is contained in 07(A).

Since Oj(N/E) < Q1(GL(2, 7)) = 1, we have Oj(N) = 0,(E), and similarly
Ot(Ai) = 07(Fi). We claim that F 3 72+1+2:3. Let P = Oj(E). Assumption
(16) implies that V = Z(E), and that P' has order 73. Then (14) and (16)
imply that P' is elementary abelian of order 73, and (14) and (15) imply that
P/P' is elementary abelian of order 72. Now (15) implies that E = P • S
where S is cyclic of order 3, and this proves the claim.
Now P/P' is a 2-dimensional module for G and Gi, and (a) = Z(G) =
Z(Gi) acts faithfully and as a scalar on P/P'. Thus P/P' = a, the natural
module for GL(2, 7). Now A2(er) is easily shown to have irreducible constituents of dimension 3 and 1. Since P'/Z(P) is a 1-dimensional module for
GL(2, 1), it must be isomorphic to the 1-dimensional irreducible submodule
of A2(er). Thus we have P'/Z(P) = S, where S is the determinant of matrices
in the natural representation of GL(2, 7).
The argument to show that G and Gi have exactly the same action on
P/Z(P) now proceeds exactly as in Theorem 7.2, so we omit it.
Now define homomorphisms / : A —»Aut(F) and g : Ai -*• Aut(F). We
know that A and Ai have the same action on P/Z(P), so we will be done if we
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can show that the map t : P/Z{P) -* Z(P) defined by (pZ(P))x = p*(»i)/(» ')
is trivial. Let zo be the element of C which corresponds to an element of
GL(2, 7) with matrix Q °) in its action on P/P'. Then z0 is in the center
of both G and Gi. Thus we have that t is a (z0)-invariant map from P
to Z(P). Now P/P' is isomorphic to the natural module for GL(2, 7), and
P'/Z(P) is a 1-dimensional module which affords the linear character given by
the determinant of matrices of elements acting on the natural module. Thus,
since Z(P) = [P, P'], we have that Z(P) < P/P' ® P'/Z(P) as a GL(2, 7)
module. But that means that zo acts trivially on Z (P), while it acts nontrivially
on P/P' and P'/Z(P). Thus HomFl{zo)(P/Z(P), Z(P)) = 0, so t is trivial.
Thus n and n\ induce the same automorphism of P, so y\ is an isomorphism,
and thus Lemma 7.1 implies that N = N\ . u

Theorem 7.7. The group A7 satisfies (13)-( 17).
Proof. Let V = (ooj, 0a)K/K and x = oo¿, so C = CNl(oo¿) and D —
(C,x_i).
Theorem 4.15 implies that F<A7,so
A7 satisfies (13). Theorem
4.17 shows that goo < C, so A7 satisfies (14).

Theorem 5.20 shows that C/QZ = Mon(A). Let Af = (xh, 0f, x_i \ h =
(0-2) - / = (0, b))K/K, where b is the code word (0, 1, 2, 4) G ¿F. Clearly

C = (OZ, M). Lemma 4.16 implies that Of = 02K{_4)
= 0} and 0^"' = 0/-, .
Thus xh and x_i normalize (Of \ f = (0, b)), and x| centralizes (0/ | / =
(0, b)). It is also clear that x_i commutes with xb . Lemma 5.11 shows that
x_i has the same action on Q00/Z(Q00) as a_x has on A/(e - 1)A. This
shows that Af is a complement to goo isomorphic to Mon(A):(cr_i), so A7

satisfies (15).
Let (p be the map of Definition 5.5. Then ^(OT1) = Xb, and Lemma 5.5
shows that 0 is an isometry. Since Af < Af«,, Theorem 5.14 shows that </)is
an isomorphism of Af-modules. Thus A7 satisfies (16).
Now let t be the image of xt in A7, let n be the image of x/, in A7 for
h = (_?, '0), and let s be the image of xh in A7 for h = (q_°) . Definition
5.5 shows that <t>(x3)= Xt. It follows from the proof of Theorem 4.15 that
(C, n) = A7, that (t, n) = SL(2, 7), and that (t,n,s) = GL(2, 1). These
facts show that A7 satisfies (17). d
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